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Article I
RECOGNITION
Recognition - The South Bend Community School Corporation Board of 
School Trustees, hereinafter referred to as the "Board," recognizes 
the National Education Association-South Bend, an affiliate of the 
Indiana State Teachers Association and the National Education Associ­
ation of the United States, hereinafter referred to as the "Associa­
tion," as the sole and exclusive collective bargaining representative 
for all certified professional employees as defined in Section B.
Definition - The term "teacher" as used in this Agreement shall mean 
any person who shall have completed the program of teacher education in 
an institution of higher education, accredited by the Commission on 
Teacher Training and Licensing of the Indiana State Board of Education 
or the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, or any 
person who shall hold the Non-Conventional Vocational Certificate and 
who is employed by the South Bend Community School Corporation under 
either a Uniform Regular Teacher's Contract, Temporary Contract, or a 
Supplemental Service Teacher's Contract, except the following who are 
excluded from the negotiating unit: Superintendent, Assistant Super­
intendents, Principals, Assistant Principals, Directors, Assistant 
Directors, Coordinators, Assistant Coordinators, Administrative As­
sistants, Psychologists, Special Education Supervisors, and other 
specific exclusions as determined by the Indiana Education Employment 
Relations Board under its rules.
Exclusive Rights - The Board agrees not to negotiate with any teacher's 
organization other than the Association for the duration of this 
Agreement.
Individual Rights - With respect to the obligations contained in this 
Agreement to negotiate with the Association matters with respect to 
wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment, it is 
understood that nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny or 
restrict to any teacher rights they may have under the Indiana General 
School Laws or other applicable laws and regulations.
2ASSOCIATION AND TEACHER RIGHTS
A. Fair Practice - The Board hereby agrees that it will not discriminate 
against any teacher with respect to hours, wages or any terms and 
conditions of employment by reason of membership in the Association, 
participation in any activities of the Association or collective 
professional negotiations with the Board, or institution of any 
grievance, complaint, or proceeding under this Agreement. The Board 
further agrees that it will not directly or indirectly discourage or 
deprive any teacher of any rights conferred by this Agreement or other 
laws of Indiana or the Constitution of Indiana and the United States. 
The rights granted to teachers hereunder shall be deemed to be in 
addition to those provided elsewhere.
B. Use of Buildings - The Association shall have the right to use school 
auditoriums, gymnasiums, and other available rooms free of charge 
following proper application as described in No. 7110 in the Organiza­
tion, Policies, Rules and Regulations of the South Bend Community 
School Corporation.
C. Use of Bulletin Boards - Bulletin board space will be provided in each 
school for exclusive use by a designated agent of the Association.
D. Use of Interschool Mail - The South Bend Community School Corporation 
agrees to include the Association's office for interschool mail pick 
up and delivery on the regular route. The Association's interschool 
mail will be distributed by the Corporation.
E. Use of Mail Boxes - The Association shall have the right to place 
material in the mail boxes of teachers.
F. Association Insignia - No teacher shall be prevented from wearing
insignia, pins or other identification of membership in the Associa­
tion, whether on or off school premises. This insignia may also be 
displayed on the bulletin boards reserved for exclusive use by the 
Association. The Association agrees such insignia will not be 
displayed elsewhere on the school premises.
G. Grievance Information - The Board agrees to make available such 
information that will assist the Association in processing grievances.
H. Board Agenda and Minutes - The Board agrees that copies of the Board
agenda, the bill list and supporting papers shall be made available to
the Association at the Board meetings and a copy of the Board minutes 
will be provided the Association.
I. Financial Information - The Board agrees to furnish to the Association 
in response to reasonable requests from time to time available 
information concerning the financial resources of the School Corpora­
tion, tentative budgetary requirements and allocations, and such other 
available information as will assist the Association in representing 
the teachers of the School Corporation.
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3J. Nondiscrimination - The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied
without regard to marital status, sex, race, creed, age, religion,
handicap, political affiliation, residence, or national origin.
K. Fair Share - Continuing Dues Deductions - Section 1: After the
beginning of the school year, the Association shall deliver to the
Board the names of teachers who authorize payroll deductions and the 
amounts of membership dues or assessments of the Association, includ­
ing the National Education Association and the Indiana State Teachers 
Association. Upon receipt by the Board of the appropriately executed 
payroll deduction form (Appendix VIII), the Board shall deduct such 
sum in equal payments starting with the second paycheck in October. 
The deductions shall be remitted not less frequently than monthly to 
the Association. The authorization for payroll deduction of Associa­
tion membership dues shall be on a continuing basis, unless revoked in 
writing by the employee through the Association between the dates of 
July 1 and September 15. Names of teachers who have authorized payroll 
deductions of membership dues by appropriate dues deductions forms 
after October 15, shall have the amount deducted equally from the 
remaining pay periods.
Section 2: The Board and the Association agree that all members of the
bargaining unit, who are not also members of the Association, have an 
obligation to pay a fair share fee to the Association in an amount, as 
deemed to be appropriate by the NEA-South Bend, based upon and 
consistent with the services rendered and cost incurred on behalf of 
the bargaining unit members said sum not to exceed 96% of the 
membership dues of the Association, including the Indiana State 
Teachers Association and the National Education Association. This 
obligation applies to persons who are, or who become, members of the 
bargaining unit during the duration of this Agreement.
Section 3: By October 10, 1983, the Association shall provide the
Board with payroll deduction authorization forms for those individual 
teachers for purposes of payroll deduction. By October 31, 1983, the 
Board shall provide to the Association a list of all bargaining unit 
members who do not have a signed payroll deduction authorization form 
on file. Upon receipt of appropriate payroll deduction authorization 
forms, the Board will deduct the fair share fee in equal installments 
from the payroll of each person who submits an authorization, and shall 
transmit the amount so deducted to the Association in accordance with 
the schedule set forth in paragraph K above. It shall be the 
Association's responsibility to obtain signed payroll deduction auth­
orization forms. New employees employed during the school year, who 
choose not to join the Association within thirty (30) days of 
employment, shall have their pro rata fair share fee deducted from the 
subsequent pay periods during that year upon proper submission of the 
appropriate payroll deduction authorization form. Should there not be 
ten (10) remaining pay periods, the pro rata amount will be deducted 
equally from the remaining pay periods. The authorization contained 
in this section shall stay in effect until August 1, 1984.
Section 4: The Association recognizes that no member of the bargaining
unit should be forced to contribute financial support to political or
4ideological activities of the Association unrelated to collective 
bargaining, contract administration and grievance adjustment, or 
unrelated to its duties as exclusive bargaining representative.
Section 5: Upon termination of a contract, the Board shall deduct all
unpaid Association dues from the final paycheck.
Section 6: The NEA-South Bend hereby agrees to indemnify the Board and
hold it harmless against any and all claims, demands, suits or other 
forms of liability that should arise out of, or by reason of Section K 
of this Article.
Section 7: If an error is discovered with respect to deductions under
this provision, the Board shall correct said error by appropriate 
adjustments in the next paycheck of the teacher or the next submission 
of funds to the Association. Additionally, if excessive monies have 
been collected by the Board and submitted to the Association, the 
Association (not the Board) shall be obligated to refund such monies to 
the appropriate persons.
Section 8: The Association, on its own and not on behalf of the Board,
may take such action as it may deem appropriate to collect its fair 
share fee from those bargaining unit members who refuse to authorize 
payroll deductions for, or who otherwise refuse to pay, the fair share 
fee.
L. Monthly Meetings - Representatives of the Board will meet with 
representatives of the Association on the first Wednesday of each 
month for the purpose of reviewing the administration of the contract 
and to resolve problems that have arisen. These meetings are not 
intended to bypass the grievance procedure. On or before the Friday 
prior to the meeting each party may submit to the other an agenda 
covering what they wish to discuss. Items to be resolved and discussed 
shall not be placed on the agenda by either party until an attempt has 
been made to resolve the problem through the appropriate administra­
tive official. These monthly meetings shall also serve as discussion 
sessions as provided for in PL 217, section 5. Other such discussion 
sessions can be established upon request by either party. The parties 
agree to cooperate in furnishing necessary information for the agenda, 
and otherwise constructively considering and resolving such matters.
M. School Visitations - The Association president or president's designee 
shall be allowed to visit schools to investigate working conditions, 
teacher complaints, problems, or for other purposes relating to 
Association affairs. Upon arrival, the president or president's 
designee shall check in with the building principal or principal's 
respresentative and shall check out upon leaving. The president or 
president's designee will make an effort not to disrupt classroom 
instruction.
N. Association Telephone - The School Corporation will permit a telephone 
to be installed and maintained in the Association president's class­
room at Association expense.
5O. Building Committee - The principal of each school building shall meet 
at least once a month with the Association building committee to 
discuss school operations and questions relating to the implementation 
of this Agreement. The committee and the principal shall meet at the 
request of either party to discuss and resolve local school problems as 
they relate to established Board policies and procedures and the 
Professional Agreement. The building committee shall consist of not 
less than three (3) or more than five (5) teachers from each school 
selected or appointed in a manner to be determined by the Association.
P. New Teachers List - Names and addresses of new teachers who have 
accepted appointments in the South Bend Community School Corporation 
shall be provided to the Association office.
Q. Orientation Agenda - The Association shall be given a place on the 
agenda of the orientation programs for new teachers.
R. Association President - The Association president shall be released 
from duty on a half-time basis to perform Association business without 
loss of compensation.
S. Taping - No one in the School Corporation shall have a conversation 
taped or otherwise recorded without giving permission for such 
recording.
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NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
A. Selection & Power of Parties - In any negotiations described in this 
Article, neither party shall have control over the selection of the 
negotiating representatives of the other party and each party may 
select its representatives from within or outside the School Corpora­
tion. It is recognized that no final agreement between the parties may 
be executed without ratification by the Board and the Association, but 
the parties mutually pledge that representatives selected by each 
shall be clothed with all necessary power and authority to make 
proposals, consider proposals, and/or compromise in the course of 
negotiations, subject only to such ultimate ratification.
B. Good Faith Negotiations - During the course of any negotiations 
described in this Article, the parties mutually pledge that such 
negotiations shall be conducted in good faith.
7PROFESSIONAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Definition - A claim by the Association or an aggrieved teacher that 
there has been a violation, misinterpretation or misapplication of any 
provision of this Agreement may be processed as herein provided except 
as otherwise limited by the terms of this Agreement.
Good morale is maintained as problems arise, by sincere efforts 
of all persons concerned to work toward constructive solutions in an 
atmosphere of courtesy and cooperation. The purpose in this procedure 
is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable 
solutions to the problems which may, from time to time, arise. Both 
parties agree that these proceedings will be kept as informal and 
confidential as may be appropriate at any level of the procedure.
Since it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as 
possible, the number of days indicated at each level should be at a 
maximum and every effort should be made to expedite the process.
The time limits provided in this Article shall be strictly 
observed but may be extended by written agreement of the parties.
In the event a grievance is filed after May 15th of any year and 
strict adherence to the time limits may result in hardship to any 
party, all parties involved shall use their best efforts to process 
such grievance by the end of the school term or as soon thereafter as 
possible.
B. Informal - In the event an aggrieved teacher believes there is a basis 
for a grievance, the aggrieved teacher shall discuss with the 
immediate supervisor the alleged violation within five (5) working 
days following the occurence giving rise to the grievance. The teacher 
may request the presence of the Association faculty representative 
from the teacher's building at this discussion. The term "supervisor" 
is interpreted to mean the building principal unless otherwise 
indicated. If the teacher is not under the supervision of a building 
principal, then the teacher shall discuss the alleged violation with 
the director or coordinator to whom the teacher reports.
In the event the alleged violation involves more than one 
building principal, the matter shall be discussed with all building 
principals concerned.
C. Formal - If after the discussion with the immediate supervisor the 
aggrieved teacher feels a grievance still exists, then the following 
grievance steps may be taken.
Step I Immediate Supervisor
The aggrieved teacher must within five (5) working days of this meeting 
submit to the immediate supervisor a completed Grievance Report Form 
Step I, which form is set forth in Appendix IV and which sets forth the 
article and section of the contract agreement which are alleged to be 
violated.
It shall be the responsibility of the grievant(s) to notify the 
Association representative of the grievance. Within three (3) school 
days of receipt of the Grievance Report Form, the immediate supervisor
Article IV
8shall meet with the grievant and the Association representative in an 
effort to resolve the grievance. The immediate supervisor shall 
indicate the disposition of the grievance within three (3) school days 
after such meeting by completing Step I of the Grievance Report Form 
and returning it to the teacher. Copies of this form showing the 
date(s) of the occurence and provisions of the contract allegedly 
violated, and the relief sought shall be forwarded to the Association 
faculty representative and the superintendent and/or designated rep­
resentative .
Step II Superintendent
Within five (5) school days after receiving the decision of the
immediate supervisor, or if the immediate supervisor has made no 
disposition of the case within the time allotted in Step I, the
grievant(s) may appeal the decision to the superintendent and/or 
designated representative. The appeal shall be on the properly 
prescribed form and must be accompanied by a copy of the decision at 
Step I. Within five (5) school days the superintendent and/or 
designated representative shall meet with the grievant(s) and the 
Association representative. Within three (3) school days of the 
meeting, the superintendent and/or designated representative shall 
indicate in writing on the proper form the disposition of the
grievance. A copy of this decision shall be forwarded to the
grievant(s), the Association and the supervisor. A settlement at 
either Step I or Step II with the grievant or the Association shall 
bind both the Association and the grievant.
Step III Arbitration
If the grievant(s) and the Association are dissatisfied with the 
decision at Level II, or if no decision has been rendered within ten 
(10) school days, the Association shall have the right within the next 
ten (10) school days to request arbitration according to the voluntary 
labor arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association.
The arbitrator shall as soon as possible after the appointment 
hold informal hearings as necessary, and provide adequate opportunity 
to all parties to testify fully on and present evidence regarding 
respective positions. Every effort shall be made to avoid interfering 
with instructional time.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be limited specifically to 
interpretation of the existing language in the Agreement and the 
arbitrator shall not have the power to amend, delete, add to or change 
any of the terms of this Agreement in any way or to impair any of the 
rights of the Board not surrendered in this Agreement, either directly 
or indirectly, nor shall the arbitrator have the power to substitute 
his discretion for that of the Board, nor shall the arbitrator have the 
power to rule on any contract articles or sections of this Agreement 
not alleged to have been violated in the grievance form filed in Step 
I of the grievance procedure.
The arbitrator shall render a decision in writing to both parties 
within thirty (30) calendar days after the conclusion of the hearing 
and/or the filing of final briefs.
The award of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon the
9Board, the Association, and the grievant(s). The expenses of the 
arbitrator including the cost of the court reporter shall be borne 
equally by the Board and the Association.
Any grievance or any decision not originated, handled and/or 
appealed by the party claiming to be aggrieved from one step to the 
next step in the grievance procedure strictly in the manner and within 
the time limits provided for in the grievance procedure shall be 
considered settled on the basis of the last decision of the Board and 
not subject to further appeal or reconsideration, except that, the 
time limits at any level of the grievance procedure may be extended by 
mutual written agreement between the Association and the Board.
In the event that the Board fails to answer a grievance within the 
applicable time provided, then the grievance shall automatically 
progress to the next step of the grievance procedure.
D. Right to Representation - Grievants may be represented at all stages of 
the formal grievance procedure by a person of their own choosing except 
that they may not be represented by a representative or an officer of 
any teacher organization other than the Association. The Association 
shall have the right to be present and to state its views at all formal 
stages of the grievance procedure.
E. Complaints - If an individual teacher has a personal complaint to 
discuss with a supervisor, the teacher is free to do so without 
recourse to the grievance procedure. The adjustment of any grievance 
shall not be inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement.
F. Aggrieved Teacher and Class Grievance - "Aggrieved teacher" as defined 
in this grievance procedure, means a teacher who has a direct interest 
in the grievance, i.e., the outcome of the grievance directly affects 
said teacher's rights as determined by the provisions of this 
Agreement.
If a grievance affects a group or class of teachers, the 
Association may submit such grievance in writing within five (5) 
working days of the occasion giving rise to such grievance on a form 
which sets forth the article and sections of the contract agreement 
which are alleged to be violated, to the superintendent and/or 
designated representative directly and the processing of such griev­
ance shall be commenced at Step II of the formal grievance procedure.
G. Teachers' Files - Any formal grievance on the behalf of a teacher will 
not be placed in the teacher's file or become a part of any file or 
record which is utilized in the promotion process; nor will it be used 
in any recommendations for job placement.
H. Release from Duty - A teacher engaged on behalf of the Association with 
any representative of the Board at the Step III arbitration level in 
the grievance procedure shall be released from regular duties for the 
purpose of attending the arbitration hearing if the arbitration 
hearing is held during the regular school day.
Salary for the period of released time shall be withheld. In the 
event the arbitrator rules in favor of the Association, the Board shall 
pay the teacher's salary for the released time. In the event the 
arbitrator rules in favor of the Board, the Association shall pay the 
teacher's salary for the period of released time.
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TEACHER PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND EVALUATION
Article V
A. Philosophy
An evaluation program of teaching effectiveness should strive to 
stimulate self-improvement and thus cause a continued upgrading in the 
quality of performance of the instructional staff.
B. Professional Growth
Inasmuch as objectives are an integral part of the professional growth 
process, the following guidelines are designed to maintain consistency 
throughout the school district. Self-improvement is a teacher 
centered activity to improve any part of the teacher's total perfor­
mance or responsibility.
Developed Objectives
(1) Each year all teachers will develop in writing a minimum of two (2) 
objectives. These objectives may be developed in advance of the 
objective setting conference. These objectives will be mutually 
agreed upon by the teacher and principal. These objectives should be 
areas in which teachers would like to place special effort that school 
year.
(2) Objectives will be stated on Form A.
(3) Final objectives will be set by October 15th.
(4) Signatures are required on these objectives. One copy to be 
retained by the teacher, one copy to be retained by the principal.
(5) These objectives by intention may be designed to extend through 
more than one school year and therefore may not be fully completed by 
the end of the school year.
(6) On or before May 1st, the principal shall hold a conference with 
the teacher for the purpose of discussing the extent to which the 
teacher's objectives have been attained.
(7) One copy of the spring conference will be given to the teacher and 
one copy shall be retained by the principal.
C. Evaluation
In order to improve teacher performance and provide for termination of 
incompetent teachers, the Association and teachers recognize the 
right, duty and responsibility of principals and supervisors in the 
School Corporation to make periodic evaluation of the performance of 
teachers. The purpose of evaluation shall be to provide a sound basis 
for teacher improvement and assessment of teacher effectiveness. The 
primary responsibility for individual instruction improvement shall
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rest with the teacher. This evaluation shall be based upon the 
criteria and indicators for Form B. All observations and evaluations 
of the performance of the teacher shall be done openly and with the 
knowledge of the teacher. The evaluator shall give positive assis­
tance to those teachers having professional difficulty.
D. Procedure
(1) Non-permanent teachers shall be defined as all first and second 
year teachers holding a regular contract with the South Bend Community 
School Corporation. All non-permanent teachers shall be evaluated in 
writing, using Form B, at least twice each year, once each semester. 
Evaluation of non-permanent teachers shall be submitted to the 
superintendent's office on or before December 1st and March 1st.
(2) Semi-permanent teachers shall be defined as all third, fourth, and 
fifth year teachers holding a regular contract with the South Bend 
Community School Corporation. All semi-permanent teachers shall be 
evaluated in writing, using Form B, at least once each year. The 
evaluation shall be completed and submitted to the superintendent on 
or before March 1st.
(3) Permanent teachers shall be defined as all teachers holding a 
regular contract for six (6)or more consecutive years with the South 
Bend Community School Corporation. All permanent teachers shall be 
evaluated formally in writing, using Form B, at least once every three 
(3) years. The evaluation shall be completed and submitted to the 
superintendent on or before April 1st of that year.
E. Probationary Status
Semi-permanent and permanent teachers whose performance is deemed 
unsatisfactory may be placed on probation and terminated for incompe­
tency in accordance with all state statutes and the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement.
F. Procedure
(1) If a permanent or semi-permanent teacher's instructional perfor­
mance is such that he/she is being placed on probation, a conference 
shall be held between the teacher and evaluator at which time the 
following will be presented in writing to the teacher:
(a) The specific reasons warranting probationary status (Form B).
(b) The recommendation for probationary status.
The teacher shall reserve the right to indicate in writing any 
objection to any portion or portions of the evaluation. Such written 
comments by the teacher shall be included and made a part of the 
written evaluation by the evaluator and copies of each shall be given 
to the teacher. The teacher's signature merely signifies that the 
teacher has read the material to be filed and does not necessarily 
indicate agreement with its content. One copy shall be retained by the 
teacher, one copy retained by the evaluator, one copy forwarded to the
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superintendent.
(2) A Probation Assistance Team shall be formed consisting of the 
evaluator, an additional administrator, an Association representa­
tive, and a grade or subject teacher. This Probation Assistance Team 
is to provide assistance to the permanent or semi-permanent teacher on 
probationary status. Every effort shall be made to insure that the 
make up of the Probationary Assistance Team reflects a sexual and 
racial balance as it relates to the teacher being assisted.
(3) The Association shall be responsible for submitting a list to the 
superintendent of names of those teachers who will serve as Associa­
tion representatives, and a list of those teachers who will serve as 
grade or subject teachers. Both lists of teachers will be presented to 
the superintendent prior to August 29th each year. The superintendent 
shall select teachers for the Probation Assistance Teams from the 
Association lists.
(4) The additional administrator shall convene and serve as chairper­
son of the Probation Assistance Team. Released time shall be provided 
as needed for Probation Assistance Team members to fulfill their 
responsibilities as outlined in this article.
(5) The Probation Assistance Team shall develop a Probation Assistance 
Plan on Form C that addresses the evaluator's recommendation. The 
Probation Assistance Team will involve the teacher in discussion prior 
to the development of the plan and during the implementation stages. 
One^copy shall be retained by the teacher, one copy retained by the 
evaluator, and one copy forwarded to the superintendent.
(6) A meeting of the teacher and the Probation Assistance Team will be 
held to evaluate the teacher's status. This meeting shall occur no 
sooner than forty (40) school days after the inception of the Probation 
Assistance Plan. If assistance is successful, the probation process 
will be terminated. Should assistance be unsuccessful at the 
conclusion of forty (40) school days, there shall be an additional 
sixty (60) school days of probation. However, the evaluator may 
terminate the probationary status of the teacher at any time.
(7) No single probationary period shall last more than 100 contractual 
school days. Probation can span more than one (1) school year.
(8) The Probation Assistance Team shall observe and evaluate the 
permanent or semi-permanent probationary teacher's progress in writing 
a minimum of once every twenty (20) school days. One copy to the 
teacher, one copy to the evaluator, and one copy to the assistance 
team.
(9) Additional classroom observation and evaluation beyond these 
minimums may be made at the disrection of the Probation Assistance Team 
or the evaluator.
(10) All documentation of probationary status will be placed in the 
teacher's permanent file. The teacher shall receive a copy of the
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notation entered in his/her permanent file.
(11) A teacher's signature on the Probation Assistance Team evaluation 
forms shall not necessarily mean agreement with the report. The 
teacher may submit, in writing ten (10) school days following the 
evaluator's or assistance team's evaluation, any written objections to 
that evaluation. One copy shall be retained by the teacher, one copy 
retained by the evaluator, and one copy retained by the assistance 
team.
(12) The Probation Assistance Team shall submit its findings of fact to 
the superintendent at the conclusion of the probation assistance 
period(s).
G. Official Files
Official teacher files shall be maintained under the following 
provisions:
(1) All materials placed in the permanent teacher file and originating 
within the School Corpration from July 1, 1967, shall be available to 
the teacher upon request for inspection.
(2) All references and information obtained in the process of 
evaluating teachers on the basis of confidentiality, for employment, 
shall not be available for inspection by the teachers.
(3) Material in a teacher's file made available to teachers, as a 
result of the Agreement, may be reviewed by the teacher.
(4) No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character 
or personality shall be placed in the files unless the teacher has 
received a copy of the material and has had an opportunity to respond 
in writing.
H. Visitor Observations
Reasonable requests to observe a teacher's class by persons other than 
school personnel shall be only after consent has been granted by the 
building principal and the teacher involved except for school-wide 
planned parent visitation days as determined by the principal and 
staff.
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Article VI 
TEACHER'S AUTHORITY
A. Pupil Discipline - The responsibility for the development and main­
tenance of self-discipline falls to the cooperative efforts of 
students, parents, teachers, administrators and community. Pupil 
discipline is based on the requirement that children must understand 
and maintain a reasonable code of acceptable behavior and conform with 
all school rules and regulations and should endeavor to comply 
willingly with all orders incident to school routine from all adult 
school employees. An environment that provides equal opportunity for 
all and permits the teaching-learning process to proceed in an orderly 
manner is the objective of all school personnel. School staff members 
will make every effort to help each student gain acceptable self- 
discipline standards. In the absence of self-discipline, the super­
intendent, principal, other administrative personnel, or any teacher 
of the School Corporation is authorized to take actions deemed 
desirable or necessary to help any student, to further school 
purposes, or to prevent an interference with the educational process.
B. Temporary Removal from Class - Each teacher shall, when pupils are 
under the teacher's charge, have the right to take any action which is 
then reasonably necessary to carry out, or to prevent, an interference 
with the educational function of which the teacher is then in charge. 
A teacher may remove a pupil temporarily from class when the grossness 
of the offense, the persistence of the misbehavior, or the disruptive 
effect of the violation make the continued presence of the pupil in the 
classroom intolerable. The student who is sent to the office of the 
principal in accordance with procedures developed by the Association 
and the administration shall not be readmitted to class until some 
adjustment is made following a conference between the teacher and the 
principal or designee. The conference may result in the student being 
suspended by the principal until a parent conference can be held. The 
recommendation of the teacher shall be a major factor in the decision.
C. Corporal Punishment - Corporal punishment shall be used only after all
other means of discipline fail. Striking a child on the ears, face or 
head is forbidden. If corporal punishment seems necessary, it must be 
reasonable. In severity it should fit the child, not the offense. It 
may be administered preferably by the principal or designee, with the 
teacher present, or by the teacher in the presence of the principal, 
the designee or another teacher, but not in the presence of other 
children. In cases where corporal punishment is used, a written report 
shall be submitted to the principal of that building. This report 
shall include: the pupil's name, the date, the name of the person
administering it, the name of the witness, and the reason for corporal 
punishment. The principal shall report to the superintendent in 
writing any cases of corporal punishment.
D. Special Assistance - The administration recognizes its responsibility 
to assist the teacher whenever it appears that a particular pupil 
requires the attention of special counselors, social workers, law 
enforcement personnel, physicians or other professional persons and to
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make available individual student records to teachers as an aid for 
determining recommendations concerning particular pupils.
E. Assistance with Discipline - The Board recognizes its responsibility 
to give support and assistance to teachers with respect to the 
maintenance of control and discipline in the school, in school 
sponsored activities, or in any situation relating to the performance 
of their school responsibilities.
F. Legal Counsel - In cases where there is any court action, the South 
Bend Community School Corporation shall provide legal counsel for any 
employee who is a defendant or plaintiff in any situation relating to 
the performance of the employee's responsibilities.
G. Student Suspensions or Exclusions - The administration recognizes its 
responsibility toward certain acts of misconduct in school or at 
school sponsored events. Certain student misconduct will be grounds 
for suspension or exclusion of a student and/or students from school; 
non-students engaged in such acts will be subject to prosecution by the 
School Corporation (see "School Behavior - Rights, Responsibilities, 
Regulations, Procedures," No. 6400 in the School Corporation Policy 
Book).
H. Suspension for Assault - A student who commits assault and/or battery 
upon a school employee or threatens assault and/or battery upon an 
employee who is in the performance of duties shall be immediately 
suspended from school. Such students so suspended may be readmitted to 
school after a study to determine that returning would not constitute 
a further threat to the safety of the school employee and/or students. 
The recommendation of the teacher or school employee assaulted shall 
be a major factor in the decision whether or not the student shall be 
readmitted to the teacher's classroom, or to the activities supervised 
by the assaulted school employee.
I. Reporting Assaults - The teacher shall immediately report all cases of 
assault suffered in connection with employment to the school principal 
who shall in turn immediately inform the superintendent.
The superintendent shall comply with any reasonable request from 
the teacher for information in the superintendent's possession relat­
ing to the persons involved, and will act in an appropriate manner as 
liaison between the teacher, the police and the courts.
Teachers shall report to the principal who shall in turn 
immediately inform the superintendent of any threats of criminal or 
civil action against them arising out of and in the course of their 
employment, and the superintendent shall review the matter and take 
necessary steps pursuant to the powers under Indiana General School 
Powers Act of 1965, section 202, paragraph 16 (ic 20-5-2-2).
"To defend any member of the governing body or any employee of the 
School Corporation in any suit arising out of the performance of his 
duties for, or employment with, the School Corporation, providing the 
governing body by resolution determined that such action was taken in 
good faith; and to save any such member or employee harmless from any 
liability, cost or damage in connection therewith, including, but not 
limited to the payment of any legal fees, except where such liability,
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cost or damage is predicted on, or arises out of the bad faith of such 
member or employee, or is a claim or judgment based on his malfeasance 
in office or employment."
Absence Due to Assault - In the event a teacher is absent due to an 
injury sustained on the school premises as a result of assault by a 
student or outsider which is determined to be compensable under 
Workman's Compensation laws, the teacher will receive:
1. Full salary for the first seven (7) school days of absence.
2. The difference between the daily rate paid through Workman's 
Compensation and the teacher's daily salary for a period of fifty- 
three (53) additional school days of absence.
3. Absence for the sixty (60) school days described above will not be 
charged against a teacher's sick leave.
4. Continued benefits of Workman's Compensation will be available to 
the teacher after a sixty (60) day period.
5. The need for absence during any of the first seven (7) school days 
must be validated by the teacher's physician. In the event that 
Workman's Compensation is to be used it shall be the responsibility of 
the employee to follow all of the established procedures for applying 
for Workman's Cbmpensation. (See Procedure Book Procedure for 
Workman's Compensation - 21, February 24, 1971)
6. Time for appearance before a judicial body or legal authority as a 
result of assault by a student or outsider will not result in loss of 
wages or in reduction of accumulated sick leave of the teacher.
Parental Complaints - When parents have complaints against the action 
of any teacher, and take the complaints to an administrator, the 
principal shall advise the teacher of the complaints. If requested by 
the teacher, the principal shall arrange a conference among the 
parent, teacher and administrator(s).
Discipline Form - The form used in implementing this A rticle is 
contained in Appendix VI of this Agreement.
Discipline Policy Committee - The Discipline Policy Committee shall 
study the standard discipline policy for the South Bend Community 
School Corporation. This committee shall consist of three (3) members 
appointed by the Association and three (3) members appointed by the 
superintendent.
It is agreed that each party shall select representation to this 
committee as follows: one (1) member shall be chosen from the
elementary, one (1) from the middle school and one (1) from the senior 
high school. The committee's activities shall be in accordance with 
Article XIX of this Agreement.
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Article VII 
TEACHING CONDITIONS
A. Class Size - The goal of both the Association and the Board is to insure 
the high quality of education by following the limits set forth on 
class load and class size. Because the pupil-teacher ratio is an 
important aspect of an effective educational program, the parties 
agree that class size shall meet the following maximum standards 
except in large group instruction or experimental classes where 
teachers have voluntarily agreed to exceed these maxima.
Section 1: The maximum class size for grades K-6 for the duration of
this Agreement shall be as indicated below:
Class Size
Grade Level Chapter I Regular
K-l 26 27
2-3 27 28
4-6 30 31
Section 2: The maximum size for 7-12 shall be thirty-two (32) pupils.
The maximum class size for Whitney Young Alternative High School shall 
be twenty-six (26) pupils.
Section 3: The maximum size for special education classes shall not
exceed state guidelines.
Section 4: The maximum class size for split grades and split classes
shall be twenty-six (26) pupils.
Section 5: Effort shall be made by the Board to keep first grade, split 
grades and classrooms where there is a heavy concentration of 
disadvantaged children, below the maximum number.
Section 6: Exceptions to the maximums above may be made in music,
physical education, typing and study halls.
Section 7: If the total number does exceed the maximum or in schools
where classroom space is not available, and where adherence to the 
maximum class load could create undesirably small classes, the 
involved teacher, principal, Association representative and Board 
representative shall meet to plan for adjusting and resolving the 
situation.
B. Teacher Day - No teacher shall be required to remain more than fifteen 
(15) minutes after pupil dismissal if there are no previously 
scheduled teachers'meetings or scheduled appointments with students or 
parents. The normal teacher day will be 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. unless 
bus schedules and/or special scheduling make this impossible. On 
Friday and days preceding holidays teachers may leave after students 
are dismissed.
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C. Lunch Period - All teachers shall have a duty-free, uninterrupted 
lunch period of at least thirty (30) minutes.
D. Teacher's Aide
Section 1: A paraprofessional shall be employed in each K-6 school.
The paraprofessionals, who will be employed for three (3) hours, will 
have the duties defined by the principal and staff. A second 
paraprofessional shall be employed in each K-6 school with an 
enrollment of 350 or more students. The duties will be defined by the 
principal and staff. Preference shall be given to special education 
teachers for use of this aide.
Section 2: Two (2) paraprofessionals shall be employed in each K-6
school as lunch supervisory paraprofessionals. The paraprofessionals, 
who shall be employed for two (2) hours each per day, will have lunch 
supervision duties defined by the principal. A third paraprofessional 
shall be employed in each K-6 school with an enrollment of 500 or more 
students.
Section 3: Three (3) hours of aide time shall be provided for each five
(5) person interdisciplinary team in each middle school. The 
paraprofessional's duties shall be defined by the interdisciplinary 
team. One (1) hour of aide time shall be provided for each team of 
three (3) or less members with duties to be defined by the interdisci­
plinary team. All other remaining time shall be for related fields 
teams use with aide duties defined by the principal and related fields 
staff.
Section 4: Five (5) three-hour paraprofessionals shall be employed in
each high school. English, mathematics, social studies, and science 
departments in each high school shall have four (4) three-hour 
paraprofessionals. The paraprofessionals will have their duties 
defined by the department heads and staff. The one (1) remaining 
three-hour paraprofessional shall be provided for joint use by the 
remaining high school departments with their duties to be defined by 
the principal and staff.
Section 5: Two (2) three-hour paraprofessionals shall be employed in
the alternative high school. The duties of one (1) paraprofessional 
will be defined by the principal and staff. The duties of the 
remaining paraprofessional shall be defined by the staff.
E. Parent Conferences - Released time of up to five (5) half days shall be 
granted to elementary teachers in grades 1-6 for parent-teacher 
conferences.
Released time of up to two and one-half (2 1/2) days shall be 
granted to elementary special education teachers for parent-teacher 
conferences. The required one (1) day in the spring shall be included 
in the two and one-half (2 1/2) days for elementary special education 
teachers.
Released time of five (5) half days for each section shall be 
granted during the year for kindergarten teachers for parent-teacher 
conferences.
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The released time for these conferences is to be determined by the 
principal and the staff.
F. Preparation Period
Section 1: The normal teaching load in high school with a six (6)
period, fifty-five (55) minute schedule shall be five (5) teaching 
periods, one (1) preparation period, and a homeroom. Special 
education teachers located in high schools shall be provided with a 
comparable schedule.
Section 2: The normal teaching load in high school for teachers
teaching vocational courses approved by the State Department of Public 
Instruction shall be one (1) three-hour vocational course, two (2) 
regular periods and a homeroom, or two (2) three-hour vocational 
courses.
Section 3: The normal teaching load in middle schools with a
departmentalized seven (7) period, forty-five (45) minute schedule 
shall be six (6) teaching periods, one (1) preparation period, and a 
homeroom. Special education teachers located in middle schools shall 
be provided with a comparable schedule.
The above section of the contract shall apply to those middle 
school (7-8) teachers in departmentalized areas. Special education 
teachers located in middle schools shall be provided with a comparable 
schedule.
Those teachers in the middle school (7-8) who make up the 
interdisciplinary team shall be subject to the following teaching load 
per day: approximately 245 minutes of daily instruction time;
additionally, thirty (30) minutes of assigned student special help 
services per day; fifteen (15) minutes of homeroom; forty-five (45) 
minutes of common team planning; forty-five (45) minutes of individual 
planning period; and a duty free lunch period of not less than thirty 
(30) minutes.
Section 4: The maximum teaching week for kindergarten shall be twenty-
five (25) hours of classroom instructional time.
The maximum teaching week for teachers in grades 1-6 shall be 
twenty-seven and one-half (27 1/2) hours of classroom instructional 
time unless bus schedules and/or special scheduling make this impos­
sible.
The Board, recognizing the concept of elementary instructional 
planning time, will continue the expansion of special subject area 
teachers in grades K-6.
All teachers in grades 1-6 shall be provided the following 
minutes per week for instructional planning during the instructional 
day:
1983-84 ............................  150 minutes minimum
Section 5: All elementary special education teachers (except for
those provided for in Section 6) shall be provided the following 
minutes per week for instructional planning during the instructional 
day:
1983-84 . 150 minutes minimum
Section 6: Special education teachers housed in the Old Darden and 
O'Brien facilities shall be provided two hundred twenty-five (225) 
minutes per week for instructional planning during the school day.
Section 7: Other special education teachers not covered by the above 
provisions shall be guaranteed the following minutes per week for 
instructional planning during the instructional day:
1983-84 ............................  150 minutes minimum
Section 8: No teacher will be assigned a teaching assignment exceeding 
the teaching load as described in the preceding sections except after 
full explanation and a review by the principal and with the consent of 
the individual teacher involved. Teachers assigned a class beyond the 
normal teaching load will receive an additional .2 of their base salary 
and no homeroom assignment.
Section 9: Special education teachers presently employed shall 
continue to receive a $424.00 stipend. No stipend will be provided for 
special education teachers contracted after August 15, 1980.
Class Coverage - No teacher shall be required to cover another 
teacher's class unless the teacher is compensated at 1/1000 of the 
existing Bachelor minimum salary if such assignment is Corporation 
induced.
Paraprofessional Duties - The Board will employ paraprofessionals to 
partially relieve some teachers of duties such as, but not limited to, 
supervision of study halls, lunchrooms, cafeterias, playgrounds, and 
similar non-professional responsibilities.
Faculty Meetings - Faculty meetings may be scheduled on the first and 
third Thursdays of each month. These meetings shall be well planned 
and as brief as possible. Other faculty meetings may be called when 
and if necessary by giving twenty-four (24) hours notice, except in 
emergenc ies.
Professional Library - The Board and the Association mutually recog­
nize the importance of continuous use of adequate teaching materials 
in maintaining a high level of professional performance. In further­
ance of that recognition, the Board agrees to initiate and to continue 
in developing a teacher reference library in each school. All texts, 
reference books, and materials contained within the school library are 
available for teachers' use outside the library upon request when 
classes are not in session or when classes are in session when such 
arrangements have been made with the librarian.
Teaching Materials - In order to meet the individual needs of all 
students, the Board will make a continued effort to provide sufficient 
multi-level and/or multi-text materials as approved and recommended by 
the Division of Instruction to insure that each pupil in the classroom 
has adequate materials.
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L. Adequate Teaching Atmosphere - The Board agrees to continue to keep the 
schools equipped and maintained at such levels so as to insure an 
effective and adequate teaching and learning atmosphere.
M. Teaching Facilities - The Board agrees to make available in each school 
adequate typing, duplicating stencil and mimeograph facilities to aid 
teachers in the preparation of instructional material. The Board 
agrees to provide each teacher with adequate material required in 
daily teaching responsibilities, such as keys, a desk, storage space 
for instructional materials, lockable space where valuable items may 
be stored for security, and a copy for individual use of all texts used 
in each course being taught. The Board further agrees to provide 
teaching stations for all special subject teachers. When school is not 
in session, each teacher may be given access to the building for 
official school business with the approval of the building principal.
N. Teachers' Lounge - The Board will make every effort to make available 
in each school in which these facilities are not available adequate 
lunchroom, restroom and lavatory facilities exclusively for teacher 
use and at least one room, appropriately furnished, and properly 
ventilated which shall be reserved for use as a faculty lounge in which 
smoking will be permitted. Vending machines may be installed in the 
teachers' lounge and teachers' lunchroom areas. A formal request must 
be made by the building principal to the Assistant Superintendent for 
Business Services requesting permission to install vending machines. 
Profits from such machines may be used by the teachers of each school, 
subject to accounting practices established by the Indiana State Board 
of Accounts and the extracurricular fund statutes of 1945.
O. Telephone - Separate private telephone facilities shall be made 
available to the teachers.
P. Parking - It is agreed that adequate off-street paved parking 
facilities shall be provided as soon as possible for the exclusive use 
of teachers. Parking facilities shall be provided in the building 
plans of all new buildings.
Q. Hazardous Conditions - The Board agrees to act promptly to resolve any 
unsafe or hazardous working condition(s) existing or occuring in or on 
school property.
R. Educational Trips
Section 1: Overnight educational trips are subject to approval by the
building principal and the superintendent. Proper supervision, 
transportation, and housing arrangements must be provided.
Daytime educational trips, where transportation must be provided 
are subject to approval by the building principal and, either the 
Director of Elementary Education or the Director of Secondary Educa­
tion
Daytime educational trips, where transportation need not be 
provided (walking trips) are subject to approval by the building 
principal.
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Section 2: Requests for educational trips are to be made on the
prescribed Corporation form. The supervision, transportation of, or 
the responsibility of pupils on educational trips extending beyond the 
normal school day shall be voluntary on the part of the teacher, and 
shall only be undertaken upon receipt of written authorization by the 
principal or supervisor responsible.
Section 3: No student may participate in any educational trip until a
signed clearance on the prescribed form has been secured from the 
parent or guardian.
S. Hall Duty - All teachers shall make every effort to be on hall duty 
prior to the first class of the day, during passing periods and for 
five (5) minutes immediately following school dismissal.
T. Cleaning Service - Adequate cleaning services shall be provided for 
each school so that the atmosphere is one conducive to good education 
as well as the comfort of both student and teacher.
U. Special Teachers - Elementary teachers shall not be required to be 
present in their classrooms, except voluntarily, when their classes 
are being taught by a special teacher.
V. Lesson Plans - All teachers shall have lesson plans, seating charts, 
and other instructional aids available at all times. Such materials 
must be easily accessible for substitute teachers.
W. Absence During Day - Teachers may leave their assigned building or 
buildings during the regular school day only after having received 
permission from the building principal.
X. Mileage - Teachers shall be reimbursed for mileage as authorized in 
Board Policy No. 7700.
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Article VIII 
TEACHER SCHEDULES
A. Notification - Teachers shall be notified in writing of their 
tentative program, schedule or grade level assignment for the ensuing 
year prior to the close of the school year. In addition, they will be 
notified of any changes in their tentative program, schedule or grade 
level assignment for the ensuing year, including the schools to which 
they will be assigned, as soon as practicable and not later than August 
15.
B. Changes in Schedule - Changes in assignments after August 15 shall be 
made only in the case of emergency or to prevent undue disruption of 
the instructional program. As soon as possible the principal shall 
have a conference with the teacher to discuss the reasons for such 
change of assignment. The Association president or his/her designee 
will be notified of all changes made, except those due to shifts in 
enrollment after August 15.
C. Assignments - In order to assure that students are taught by teachers 
working within their areas of competency, teachers shall be assigned 
only in accordance with the regulations of the Indiana Department of 
Public Instruction and provisions of this Agreement, where applicable.
D. Interschool Travel - In arranging schedules for teachers who are 
assigned to more than one school, an effort shall be made to limit the 
amount of interschool travel. Travel time between schools shall be 
exclusive of the duty free lunch period and preparation period. Such 
teachers shall be notified of any change in their schedules as soon as 
practicable and not later than August 15.
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Article IX 
INSERVICE TRAINING
A. Inservice Committee - The Board and the Association agree that a need
for continuing emphasis on professional growth and inservice training 
for all professional staff exists within the School Corporation. Such 
professional growth and inservice training should be predicated toward 
the goals of: insuring high professional and teaching competency;
encouraging teachers toward the attainment of optimum individual self- 
realization; and the promotion of an alert and progressive educational 
spirit in the South Bend Community School Corporation. The Inservice 
Training Committee shall study and review the existing professional 
growth program in the South Bend Community School Corporation. This 
committee shall consist of three (3) members appointed by the 
Association and three (3) members appointed by the superintendent. It 
is agreed that each party shall select representation to this 
committee as follows: one (1) member shall be chosen from the
elementary, one (1) from the middle school, and one (1) from the senior 
high school. The committee's acitivites shall be in accordance with 
Article XIX of this Agreement.
B. Inservice Remuneration - All professional employees are encouraged to 
continue professional growth as outlined in the Policy Book and will be 
eligible to receive one hundred twenty-five dollars ($125) payment in 
the next year's contract on the completion of fifty (50) inservice 
hours. No more than fifty (50) credit hours may be counted in any one 
(1) year for inservice credit unless special arrangement is made with 
the Committee on Inservice Education.
C. Professional Study Days - The Board authorizes participation by 
teachers in two (2) professional study days. In the fall two (2) days 
will be for the Indiana State Teachers Association's "Conference on 
Instruction" and/or other approved professional meetings.
D. Professional Staff Meetings - During the school year released time may 
be granted for professional staff meetings with the approval of the 
superintendent.
E. Orientation Week - Teachers new to the Corporation shall report to 
their respective buildings for orientation meetings with their prin­
cipals and/or superintendent Monday and Tuesday of Orientation Week. 
Schools shall be open to those experienced teachers who wish to work 
during those two days of Orientation Week.
Teachers who have been previously employed in the South Bend 
Community School Corporation shall report to their respective schools 
Wednesday of Orientation Week. The Orientation Week schedule shall be 
the schedule as recommended by the Inservice Committee.
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Article X
VACANCIES, TRANSFERS AND REASSIGNMENTS
A. Procedure - Section 1: Beginning December 1 of each school year, the
first day of each succeeding month through July 1, and on July 21, the 
Board shall post in each building and in the Personnel Office a 
personnel report listing all known vacancies. The July 1 and July 21 
posting shall be in the Personnel Office only.
Section 2: The posting shall include teaching, administrative and
supervisory positions. Administrative and supervisory positions shall 
include the salary range. The notices will also include the job 
descriptions, effective date of vacancy, kind of license determined 
necessary, information concerning the securing and deadline for filing 
of the application.
Section 3: Applicants who desire a change in grade and/or subject 
assignment and/or a transfer to another building for positions 
resulting from the December-July postings shall request the transfer 
on the prescribed form, which will be available in the Personnel Office 
and in all principals' offices. To be considered, all requests for 
transfer must be submitted within ten (10) school days of the posting. 
Transfers to positions will not take place until the following year 
(unless mutually agreed upon by the teacher and administration).
Section 4: At times other than normal postings, a teacher may request
a transfer for a specific position.
Section 5: The teacher must accept the transfer requested unless he
has notified the administration, in writing, of a desire to withdraw 
the request before the date on which notification of transfer is 
received by the teacher.
B. Limitation - No assignment of teachers to a specific position in the 
school system shall be made until all pending requests for reassign­
ment or transfer to that position have been acted on prior to the next 
posting of known vacancies.
C. Criteria - The best educational program results from the selection of 
a school faculty which is well balanced in terms of the teachers' 
experience, general background and competence.
Section 1: Selection for vacancies, transfers and reassignments shall
be based on the following criteria:
a. Length of service in the Corporation.
b. Certification
c. If other criteria are desired, advance approval mu^t be obtained 
from a panel consisting of three (3) teachers appointed by the 
NEA-South Bend or the South Bend UniServ Director and two (2) 
teachers appointed by the NEA-South Bend; and the superintendent 
and two (2) administrators of the superintendent's choice. A 
majority vote of the panel is needed to obtain approval. The 
decision of the panel may not be grieved.
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Section 2: When a reduction in the number of teachers in a school is
necessary, to the extent possible, all volunteers shall be transferred 
(in the event there is more than one (1) volunteer, seniority will 
prevail), after which transfers will be made on the basis of the above 
listed criteria in Section 1. Notice of transfer will be given to the 
teachers concerned as soon as possible.
Section 3: When involuntary transfers are necessary, lists of
positions in other schools shall be made available to all teachers 
being transferred. In filling such positions, preference shall be 
given to presently employed teachers over newly hired teachers. Such 
preference shall be based on the criteria listed in Section 1.
Section 4: An involuntary transfer will be made only in case of
emergency or to prevent undue disruption of the instructional program. 
When an involuntary transfer is initiated by the administration, the 
Assistant Superintendent for Personnel Services will grant the af­
fected teacher an interview at which time the reasons for such transfer 
will be explained and the Association will be notified of the reasons 
for such transfer.
Section 5: Teachers shall not be transferred from school to school
during a school year except in case of emergency.
D. August 13 Deadline - Teachers who have requested transfer or reassign­
ment shall be notified on or before August 15 of the administration's 
action on said transfer or reassignment.
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Article XI
DUE PROCESS AND JUST CAUSE
A. Non-permanent teachers shall be afforded procedural due process as 
outlined in this Agreement in addition to all rights of non-permanent 
teachers under state statutes.
B. Semi-permanent teachers shall not be non-renewed or dismissed without 
just cause. In the case of non-renewal or dismissal on grounds of 
incompetency the semi-permanent teacher carries the burden of proof.
C. Permanent teachers shall not be non-renewed or dismissed without just 
cause.
D. Teachers choosing to appeal non-renewal or dismissal to the Board 
under state statute waive the right to grieve said non-renewal or 
dismissal.
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Article XII 
SABBATICAL LEAVE
A. Purpose - The Board may grant a leave of absence for a period not 
exceeding one (1) year to a teacher upon written request for a 
sabbatical leave in accordance with this Article.
This leave shall be for:
1) Improvement of professional skills through advanced study at an 
accredited institution of higher learning, where the teacher will be 
enrolled as a full time student. Proof of acceptance in graduate 
school shall accompany application.
2) Research in education or a subject field. The teacher will provide 
a statement of thesis, outline of investigation, and the approach to be 
taken to support the application.
3) Work experience. The teacher will state in some detail how this 
will improve his teaching.
4) A teacher exchange program (see Article XIII-G).
5) Educational travel. The request for sabbatical leave will include 
a statement about how this travel will provide the teacher with greater 
teaching skill.
6) Combination of the preceding reasons may be used in lieu of any one 
plan.
B. Application Procedure - Section 1: Application forms are available
from the principal's office.
Section 2: All applications for sabbatical leave must be submitted to
the superintendent on or before February 1 for September leave, and on 
or before October 1 for second semester leave.
Section 3: At the discretion of the superintendent, shorter notice may
be acceptable depending upon the nature of the opportunity or 
emergency arising.
Section 4: Following receipt of application, the superintendent will
forward such requests to the Sabbatical Committee for evaluation. The 
majority of the teachers on the committee shall be Association 
members.
Section 5: The number of applications approved in any one (1) year
shall not exceed 1% of the membership of the faculty.
C. Approval of Leave - Section 1: All approvals for sabbatical leave must 
be made by the Board upon recommendation by the superintendent.
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Section 2: A Sabbatical Committee consisting of three (3) teachers and
two (2 ) administrators will be established to make recommendations to 
the superintendent. The teachers will be appointed by the Associa­
tion: one (1 ) teacher is to represent the elementary grades (K-6 ), 
another the middle grades (7-8), and the third the secondary grades 
( 9-12). Teacher membership is for a three (3) year terra. Terms are 
to be staggered. Teacher vacancies are to be filled by the Associa­
tion. The administrators will be selected by the superintendent.
Section 3: The Sabbatical Committee will rank all applications as
follows:
a. Outstanding
b. Above average
c. Average
d. Other
Section 4: The decision of the Sabbatical Committee shall be made by
March 1 for fall and November 1 for spring.
D. Eligibility - Section 1: Any Master's Degree teacher may be eligible
for sabbatical leave after completing the sixth year or more of 
continuous, active and satisfactory service in the South Bend Commun­
ity School Corporation. Staff members will not be eligible for a 
second sabbatical until no less than seven (7) years have passed since 
their last sabbatical.
Section 2: Substitute work is not recognized in estimating years of
continuous service.
Section 3: The health of the applicant will be taken into considera­
tion.
E. Compensation - Section 1: Any teacher granted sabbatical leave shall
be paid at the rate of fifty(50) percent of the salary the teacher would 
have normally received as a full time teacher.
Section 2: Any teacher accepting a sabbatical leave must enter into a
written contract with the Board in which they pledge to return to the 
South Bend Community School Corporation for a period equal to the 
length of the sabbatical leave granted.
Section 3: If a teacher fails to return to regular employment in the
South Bend Community School Corporation at the expiration of the 
sabbatical leave, the teacher shall reimburse the School Corporation 
for all monies paid to the teacher by the Board for such leave. Such 
stipulation shall appear in the written contract referred to in 
Section 2. This provision shall not apply when for physical reasons, 
or other circumstances beyond the teacher's control, the teacher is 
incapable of further service. In such a case, the teacher shall submit 
to the superintendent written statements from two (2 ) licensed physi­
cians. Procedures to be followed in the event of the death or major 
disability of the sabbatical scholar would be the same as if the 
teacher were on active assignment, provided such scholar has previ­
ously paid fringe benefit premiums.
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Section 4: At the midway point of the leave, the teacher will submit 
to the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel Services a resume of the 
progress to date.
Placement - Section 1: A teacher, upon return from a sabbatical leave, 
shall be restored to the same position or to a position of like nature 
and status, and shall be placed at the same position on the salary 
schedule as the teacher would have been had the teacher taught in the 
School Corporation during such period.
Section 2: The teacher shall receive a maximum of one (1) year credit 
for retirement under the rules of the Indiana State Teacher Retirement 
System.
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Article XIII 
ABSENCES AND LEAVES
A. Personal Illness - Section 1: All professional personnel shall be
entitled to ten (1 0 ) days sick leave each year without loss of pay, 
such leave to be cumulative from year to year to a maximum of one 
hundred eighty (180) days. Teachers shall be given an accounting of 
their accrued sick leave including unused business days on paycheck 
stubs.
Section 2: All professional personnel shall be granted two (2)
non-accuiiulative sick leave sessions for summer and evening school 
employment.
Section 3: Any teacher who is absent for a continuous prolonged period
of time because of serious illness or disability (which is not 
compensable under Workman's Compensation) and who has exhausted his or 
her sick leave, and who intends to accept the benefits of the salary 
continuous insurance program, may appeal to the superintendent for an 
extension of sick leave benefits. Such additional benefits shall not 
exceed sixty (60) days or extend beyond a contractual school year. All 
such absences are subject to verification by a physician designated by 
the Board.
B. Personal Business - Section 1: Two (2) days absence for personal
business authorized by Indiana state statute will be granted without 
loss of pay. The two (2) days shall be accumulative in sick leave if 
unused. Application for such personal leave shall be made on the 
prescribed form as soon as possible and at least twenty-four (24) hours 
before taking such leave (except in case of emergencies). "Personal 
business" shall be sufficient reason for such request. The Board shall 
honor all requests regardless of reasons.
Section 2: Additional leave without pay may be granted by the
superintendent.
C. Family Illness - All teachers shall be entitled to one (1) school day
per year in the event of injury, surgery, accident, or illness 
involving a member of the immediate family. Immediate family shall be 
construed to mean: spouse, children, parents, and others residing in
the same household as the absent employee. Additional days may be 
requested from the superintendent.
D. Holiday Deductions - The Board will not deduct sick leave or personal 
leave for a school holiday, for vacation periods, or when schools are 
closed.
E. Bereavement - Section 1: All salary not exceeding five (5) school days
will be allowed any certified employee under contract for absence due 
to the death of a father, mother, brother, sister, wife, husband, 
child, mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, 
brother-in-law, sister-in-law, grandparents, grandchild or others 
residing in the same household of the absent employee. Such absence 
shall be at the time of death or for settlement of the estate.
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Section 2: Two (2) days' salary will be allowed for absence due to the
death of any other blood relative such as first cousin, aunt, uncle, 
niece or nephew.
F. Elected Activities - The Board agrees that teachers designated by the 
Association will upon request, be granted a leave of absence for one 
(1) year for the purpose of engaging in Association (state and/or 
national) elected activities. Such leave may be extended by the 
superintendent on request.
G. Exchange Teaching or Peace Corps - Leaves of absence of up to one (1) 
year will be granted to any teacher who serves as an exchange teacher 
or joins the Peace Corps and who is a full-time participant in either 
of such programs. If the teacher has completed five (5) or more 
consecutive years of service, the teacher may, upon recommendation of 
the superintendent and with the approval of the Board, be paid for the 
leave of absence for exchange teaching.
Upon return to the Corporation persons who have been granted 
leaves of absence for the Peace Corps or exchange teachers in programs 
under the auspices of the United States government will be considered 
as if they were actively employed by the Board during the period of 
leave and will be placed on the salary schedule at the level they would 
have achieved had they not been absent. Credit on the salary schedule 
as described herein shall be reflected in the salary schedule 
published by the South Bend Community School Corporation. Such leaves 
may be extended by the superintendent on request.
H. Military Leave - Military leave will be granted to any teacher who is 
inducted into any branch of the Armed Forces of the United States or 
who enlists in case of an emergency in any branch of the Armed Forces 
of the United States. Upon return from such leave, a teacher will be 
placed on the salary schedule at the level which would have been 
achieved had the teacher remained actively employed in the system 
during the period of the absence, up to a maximum of four (4) years.
Full credit for military service will be allowed to all veterans 
who took the oath of allegiance, served in either combat or non-combat 
units, and were honorably discharged. A year shall be defined as at 
least eight (8 ) months of military service or a combination of military 
service and school teaching experience occuring between the dates of 
July 1 and June 30. In no case shall a teacher receive more than the 
number of years the teacher would have received as a teacher had the 
career not been delayed or interrupted. The same rules will be 
followed in case of service in the Red Cross or USO during a period of 
hostility. Persons serving with the Armed Forces or cooperating 
auxiliary branches, shall upon honorable discharge or separation be 
readmitted to teaching in a position comparable to the one surrendered 
by the individual upon leaving the South Bend Community School 
Corporation. The teacher shall have up to sixty (60) days after 
release from active duty to notify the Board of the intent to return to 
the system. In the event that the veteran's former position is filled 
and an identical position is not available, then the veteran will be 
placed in a temporary position until a satisfactory adjustment can be 
made.
If National Guard or reserve encampment or a period of active
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training due to emergency situations should occur during the school 
year, the teacher required to participate shall be granted a temporary 
leave of absence.
I. Leaves of Absence for Pregnant Teachers - Section 1: Any teacher who
is pregnant may continue in active employment as late into pregnancy as 
she desires, if she is able to fulfill the requirements of her 
position. Temporary disabilities caused by pregnancy shall be 
governed by the same provisions governing sick leave and the follow­
ing:
Any teacher who is pregnant is entitled to a leave of absence any 
time between the commencement of her pregnancy and one (1 ) year 
following the birth of the child, if, except in a medical emergency, 
she notifies, in writing, the AssistantSuperintendent of Personnel at 
least thirty (30) days before the date on which she desires to start 
her leave. She shall also notify the Assistant S uperintendent of 
Personnel of the expected length of this leave, including with this 
notice either a physician's statement certifying her pregnancy or a 
copy of the birth certificate of the newborn, whichever is applicable. 
In case of a medical emergency caused by pregnancy, the teacher shall 
be granted a leave, as otherwise provided in this section, immediately 
upon her request and certification of the emergency from an attending 
physician.
All or any portion of such leave taken by a teacher because of a 
temporary disability caused by pregnancy may be charged, at her 
discretion, to her available sick leave. After her available sick 
leave has been used, the teacher may be absent without pay, subject to 
the above paragraph of this section. This leave may be taken without 
jeopardy to reemployment, retirement and salary benefits, tenure and 
seniority rights.
Upon receipt of written notification from the teacher of her 
intent to return, the Assistant Superintendent of Personnel and the 
teacher shall determine the exact date upon which she will resume her 
employment. Prior to the resumption of her teaching duties, the 
teacher shall provide the Assistant Superintendent of Personnel with a 
statement of her good health from her physician.
J. Adoptive Leave - Adoptive leave shall be granted for up to a period of 
one (1) school year. Upon initial application for the adoption, the 
teacher shall notify the superintendent of his/her intent. The period 
of leave shall commence when the child is physically turned over to the 
teacher-parent. Upon return to the school system, the teacher shall be 
assigned the same or an equivalent teaching position. Upon request of 
the teacher, leave may be extended for up to one (1 ) full school year.
K. Family Care Leave - A leave of absence of up to one (1) year will be
granted for the purpose of caring for a sick member of the teacher's 
immediate family. All benefits to which a teacher was entitled at the 
time the leave of absence commenced, including unused sick leave, will 
be restored upon return.
L. Extension of Leave - All requests for extended leave beyond one (1)
year will be applied for as soon as possible and granted in writing
upon the recommendation of the superintendent.
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M. Superintendent Approved Leave - A leave of absence may be granted to 
any teacher at the superintendent's discretion.
N. Professional Growth Leave - A permanent teacher may apply for a leave 
of absence not to exceed one (1 ) year for purposes of professional 
growth. Such application will be directed to the office of the 
Assistant Superintendent for Personnel Services.
O. Participation in Insurance Programs - Any teacher on a leave of absence 
or after accumulated sick leave has been exhausted may participate in 
the South Bend Community School Corporation's group insurance programs 
by paying the premiums during the period of leave.
P. Reassignment - Upon return from any leave, a teacher will be assigned 
to the same position, if available or, if not, to at least an 
equivalent position. If a teacher has had a special assignment prior 
to the leave of absence, every effort will be made to provide the same 
special assignment or a similar one upon the teacher's return. A new 
assignment will be based on a conference between the teacher and the 
Assistant Superintendent for Personnel Services concerning the posi­
tions available for which the teacher is qualified.
Q. Professional Growth Days - Professional growth days in excess of 
personal leave days as authorized by the law may be granted with no 
loss of salary by the superintendent.
Section 1: Professional growth days shall be used for the purpose of:
(a) Attending and/or participating in professional meetings relating 
to professional workshops, seminars or conferences.
(b) Visitation to other South Bend Community School Corporation 
schools, school corporations or educational institutions for the 
purpose of observing instructional techniques or other instruc- 
tionally-oriented programs.
Section 2: The South Bend Community School Corporation will provide
expenses such as convention registration, food, lodging and travel 
related expenses which are related to attendance at such meetings if 
the teacher has been requested to attend by either the Board or the 
Superintendent of Schools.
Section 3: Teachers requesting professional growth days shall apply
on the prescribed form no less than seven (7) school days before the 
date of the leave.
Section 4: Money shall be set aside in each school year's budget for
the purpose of providing professional growth days for teachers.
R. School Visitations - Principals may arrange for individual teachers to 
visit in other schools within or outside the South Bend Community 
School Corproration. No loss of salary will be incurred if such 
visitation is approved. A teacher wishing to be excused for a visiting 
day shall submit a request in duplicate on the prescribed excuse blank 
to the principal who in turn will forward the request to the Division
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of Instruction. Individual reports on visiting days should be 
submitted to the principal who is responsible for the absence of the 
teacher.
S. Court Appearance - Any employee not a party to the proceeding who is 
required by subpoena to appear and testify at any court proceeding or 
administrative hearing shall be entitled to payment of regular salary 
for up to, but not exceeding five (5) school days.
T. Jury Duty - Teachers called for jury duty shall be paid at their normal 
daily rate during the time they are absent from school for such duty. 
However, they shall turn in to the South Bend Community School 
Corporation any remuneration they receive from the courts for serving 
on such a jury, minus mileage paid to the teacher by the courts.
U. Religious Holiday Leave - Three (3) days of leave per year shall be 
granted upon request to a teacher (who is a member of a nationally 
recognized religious body) for the celebration of a religious holiday 
when the ritual or observation is required of all its members by a 
nationally recognized religious body and such observation requires 
time during the regular school day.
V. Health Leave - In those instances where a teacher's health warrants it, 
a health leave shall after five (5) years of service, be granted up to 
a maximum of one (1) year plus an unfinished year. This leave may be 
renewed each year upon written request of the teacher.
W. Paternity Leave - When a child is born to the wife of a male teacher, 
he shall be granted two (2 ) days paternity leave with pay.
X. Study Leave - A leave of absence for up to one (1) year shall be granted 
to any teacher, upon application, for the purpose of engaging in study 
at an accredited college or university.
Y. Faculty Death Leave - When a faculty member dies, the building in which 
said teacher taught shall be closed on the day of the funeral so that 
faculty members may attend the last rites.
Z. Sick Leave Bank - A sick leave bank consisting of two hundred (200) 
days a year shall be established by the South Bend Community School 
Corporation. The bank is to be administered by two (2) administrators 
to be appointed by the superintendent and four (4) teachers to be 
appointed by the NEA-South Bend. Teachers who have exhausted their 
personal leave and sick leave days shall be eligible to apply to the 
committee for an extension of sick leave benefits. Extension of sick 
leave shall not be granted beyond the period when a teacher would or 
could be eligible to receive the benefits of the South Bend Community 
School Corporation's long-term disability program. Unused days in the 
sick leave bank shall be carried forward to the following year.
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SEVERANCE PAY, EARLY RETIREMENT AND RETIREMENT
A. Compensation - Retirement severance pay shall be granted to eligible 
professional employees who upon their retirement accept the benefits 
of the Indiana State Teachers Retirement System. To be eligible for 
severance pay, a minimum of twelve (1 2 ) years of employment in the 
South Bend Community School Corporation or schools incorporated in the 
South Bend Community School Corporation reorganization is necessary. 
The amount of retirement severance pay will be computed at the rate of 
one (1) day's pay at the Bachelor base multiplied by the number of 
years of employment in the South Bend Community School Corporation, 
and $6.50 per day for all unused accumulated sick leave.
B. Procedure - In order to be eligible for retirement severance pay, 
retiring professional employees must meet the following conditions:
Section 1: Submit to the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel
Services, on or before May 15 of the year of retirement, a notifica­
tion, in writing, of intent to retire. When a teacher is forced to 
retire due to ill health or accident, the Board shall waive the May 15 
notification deadline.
Section 2: Meet minimum requirements in the Indiana State Teachers
Retirement System.
C. Demise of the Employee - Upon the demise of any employee who was 
eligible to retire pursuant to the requirements of the Indiana State 
Teachers Retirement System and who had a minimum of twelve (12) years 
of employment in the South Bend Community School Corporation or 
schools incorporated in the South Bend Community School Corporation 
reorganization, the employee's severance pay shall be paid directly in 
a lump sum to the heirs or personal representative of the deceased.
D. Severance Pay - The added compensation of severance pay shall be paid 
on the payday following the last day of the teacher's employment.
E. Early Retirement Pay - The Board shall pay early retirement pay to 
those teachers retiring from the school system subject to the 
following conditions:
1. No more than thirty (30) years of service in the South Bend 
Community School Corporation shall be counted in computing this 
incentive.
2. Teachers must have at least a total of twenty (20) years of service 
in the South Bend Community School Corporation and be at least fifty- 
nine (59) years of age to receive this incentive.
3. On or before July 1 of the year prior to retirement, teachers 
retiring shall notify the superintendent in writing of their intention 
to retire to qualify for the additional compensation. If a teacher is 
forced to retire because of health reasons, the July 1 date may be
Article XIV
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waived at the discretion of the Board.
4. The formula for determining the amount of early retirement pay a 
teacher shall be entitled to receive is (see G of this Article).
5. Payment of the early retirement pay that a teacher shall be 
entitled to receive shall be made in equal installments added to each 
check throughout the last year of teaching service.
F. Selection of Plan - Teachers shall not be eligible for both the 
severance pay and early retirement pay outlined in this Article. 
Teachers meeting the criteria for severance pay and/or early retire 
ment pay shall have the option to select which benefit to receive.
G. Formula Early Retirement - Employees electing to retire effective 
February 4, 1983, or later shall be entitled to retirement benefits 
computed as follows:
Final salary x 1/4% (.0025) per year at South Bend Community School 
Corporation + 15% of the teacher's accumulated sick leave x the 
appropriate factor from the following table:
59th birthday after August i of the current year X 3
60th birthday after August i of the current year X 2.5
61st birthday after August i of the current year X 2 .0
62nd birthday after August i of the current year X 1.5
63rd birthday after August i of the current year X 1.0
64 th birthday after August i of the current year X 0.5
65th birthday after August i of the current year - Final Salary
EXAMPLE: Teacher with 30 years experience at South Bend and salary of
$26,740 with 180 days accumulated sick leave.
$26,740 $ 66.85 180 $ 142.99 daily rate of pay
x .0025 x 30 x.15 x 27
$ 66.85 $2,005.50 27.0 $3,860.73
$3,860.73 - sick leave 
•*•2,005.50 - years experience
$5,866.23 - amount to be multiplied by the appropriate factor depending 
on the teacher's age
$5,866.23 x multiple (0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0,2.5,3.0) = early retirement pay 
$5,866.23 x 3 = $17,598.69 maximum early retirement pay
H. Retirement Age 71 - Retirement is automatic for professional personnel 
in the South Bend Community School Corporation at the end of the school 
year during which the employee reaches age seventy-one (71).
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I. Initiating Retirement - Full responsibility for initiating details 
relative to retirement with the Indiana State Teachers Retirement 
Board rests with the individual teacher; however, the Personnel 
Department will give counsel and assistance.
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PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM
A. Academic Freedom - Academic freedom shall be guaranteed to teachers, 
and no special limitations shall be placed upon study, investigation, 
presenting and interpreting facts and ideas concerning man, human 
society, the physical and biological world, and other branches of 
learning subject to course of studies in the South Bend Community 
School Corporation.
Article XV
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EMERGENCY SCHOOL CLOSING
A. Emergency Closing - All of the schools and school offices in the South 
Bend Community School Corporation will be open on all regularly 
scheduled days unless closed by the superintendent because of an 
emergency. Such school closing will be announced as early as 
information concerning the emergency is available.
B. Remuneration - When a school or schools are officially closed by the 
superintendent, all certified teachers will be paid.
C. Student Attendance - When the number of students unable to reach a 
school severely impairs the instructional program, that school shall 
be closed.
D. Travel Difficulties - In the event of an absence resulting from travel 
difficulties between a teacher's local place of residence and place of 
employment, the superintendent may waive the salary deduction if the 
travel difficulties arise from floods, storms or other conditions 
beyond the control of the employee and if in the judgment of the 
superintendent the employee has made every reasonable effort to get to 
the place of employment.
Article XVI
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Article XVII 
POLITICAL ACTIVITY
A. Political Action - All employees of the South Bend Community School 
Corporation shall have entire liberty of political action when not 
engaged actively in their employment, provided such action is within 
the laws of the United States of America and the State of Indiana as 
provided by IC 20-6.1-6-14; and provided further that such action does 
not impair their usefulness in their respective capacities.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND REVISION COMMITTEE
A. Curriculum Committee - A committee for curriculum development and 
revision consisting of six (6 ) members appointed by the Association 
and six (6) members appointed by the superintendent, and the Assistant 
Superintendent of Instruction as chairperson, shall be appointed to 
participate in decision-making regarding curriculum development, 
implementation of program, evaluation of program, textbook selection 
and curriculum revision. Representatives from the Corporation's 
committees shall systematically review the total program and make 
recommendations through this committee for further study and suggested 
improvements. A report of recommendations resulting from such working 
committees shall be presented to the entire committee for their 
signatures of endorsement. An explanation of action taken on the 
recommendation shall be transmitted to the committee.
Article XVIII
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Article XIX 
EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
A. Appointment - Section 1: To be eligible for appointment as a teacher
in the South Bend Community School Corporation one must be eligible for 
a teaching certificate issued by the State of Indiana. In addition 
each appointee must have made a special study of the subject or 
subjects to be taught.
Section 2: The appointment of any person to any type of position shall
be solely for the purpose of providing the best available service for 
the schools.
Section 3: In making selections among several possible candidates,
consideration of comparative qualifications to render the best service 
shall determine each appointment.
Section 4: The Board shall not employ any person to teach who is not
eligible to receive proper certification and who has not instituted 
the necessary procedures to obtain such a certificate from the 
Licensing Division of the Indiana Department of Public Instruction 
(IC 20-6-16-2).
B. Nondiscrimination - Marital status, sex, race, creed, age, religion, 
handicap, political affiliation, residence or national origin shall 
not be made a condition of employment or promotion.
C. Filling of Vacancies - A fully licensed teacher selected to fill the 
position of a teacher who has resigned, entered military service, or 
died shall be given a regular contract for the remainder of that year, 
and shall be paid according to the salary provisions of the South Bend 
Community School Corporation.
In the event no regularly licensed teacher is available to fill 
the vacancy caused by death, resignation, or entry into the military 
services of a regular teacher, substitute teachers may fill such 
vacancies only until a regular teacher is available.
D. Substitutes - Substitutes shall be provided when available, for all 
classroom teachers, including art, music, and physical education 
teachers.
E. Special Programs - The following provisions exclusively cover the 
employees working in any one of the following programs:
1. Adult Basic Education Lab
2. CETA - Adult Basic Education Lab
3. Work Experience Basic Education
4. English as a Second Language
5. Computer Basic Education
6 . Public Service Basic Education
The provisions of this Article are to be considered in addition to 
other contractual rights outlined in this Agreement.
Supplemental contracts to perform summer teaching assignments
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shall first be offered to current program employees.
The work day shall remain flexible so as to provide for the 
varying program needs, but in no case shall an employee be required to 
work more than thirty-seven and one-half (37 1/2) hours per work week, 
with plan time averaging fifty-five (55) minutes per day.
The two (2) ISTA Conference on Instruction days shall become 
floating professional leave days with use to be determined mutually by 
the individual staff member(s) and the building administrator.
The following provisions of this Agreement shall not cover the 
employees outlined in this Article VI - Teacher Authority, except for 
Sections F, Legal Counsel, and J, Absence Due to Assault; Article VII 
Teaching Conditions, Section A, Class Size, B, Teacher Day, D, 
Teacher's Aide, E, Parent Conferences, and F, Preparation Period; 
Article VIII - Teachers' Schedules; Article XXI - School Calendar.
F. Summer & Night Employment - Section 1: A tentative schedule of the
summer employment positions shall be posted by April 1st of each year. 
Teachers desiring to obtain one of these positions may apply by stating 
their qualifications and giving supporting information on forms 
provided by the office of the superintendent. Such applications shall 
be received on or before April 15.
Section 2: All appointments to summer and night schools shall be made
on the following criteria:
Certification
Contribution staff member could make to students
Opportunity for professional growth of staff member (applicable to 
voluntary transfer)
Length of service of staff member in the Corporation
Section 3: Appointees to summer school teaching positions shall be
notified on or before May 15. Additional appointees shall be notified 
as soon as the appointment is made.
Section 4: No teacher shall hold more than one (1) school sponsored
summer employment position except in cases of emergencies.
Section 5: Assignments for adult education, driver education and
summer school programs will be made by the Board on the basis of 
preference to teachers possessing regular teaching certificates regu­
larly employed in the South Bend Community School Corporation during 
the normal school year.
Section 6: Due to the variety of beginning dates, applications for
positions in the night schools will be made available upon request at 
the Adult Education Office.
Assignments for adult education and night school programs will be 
made on the basis of preference to teachers possessing regular 
teaching certificates, regularly employed in the Corporation during 
the normal school year. There shall be no discrimination as to sex, 
age, race, marital status, residence, or political affiliation.
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Section 7: Any teacher employed under the provisions of this section
shall be paid in accordance with the state law requiring salary 
prorated in these categories.
G. Supplemental Contracts - All summer school teachers, except driver 
education teachers, shall be issued a Supplemental Service Teachers' 
Contract. The salary of a teacher who serves on a Supplemental Service 
Teachers' Contract shall be the same as the salary of a regular teacher 
on the regular pay schedule in effect in the School Corporation. Part 
time service on the Supplemental Service Teachers' Contract shall be 
computed on the basis of six (6) hours as a full day of service. Driver 
education teachers shall be paid $15.00 per hour for non-credit 
courses.
H. Supervision of Student Teachers - Supervision by a teacher of a student 
teacher shall be voluntary. Compensation for such service shall be the 
direct responsibility of the teacher and the training institution 
involved.
I. Physical Examinations - The cost of the following physical examina­
tions will be assumed by the School Corporation:
1. Pre-employment medical examinations.
2. Examination by a physician as a result of a Workman's Compensa­
tion claim.
J. Committee Activities - The Discipline Committee, Inservice Committee, 
and Sabbatical Committee created by the terms of this Agreement shall 
operate under the following procedures:
1. All teacher committee members on the above committees shall be 
appointed by the Association.
2. The time for the committees' meetings shall be determined by the 
committee. Released time will be granted upon approval by the 
superintendent.
3. The operating procedures, the times of the meetings and the work 
of the committee shall be reflected in its minutes.
4. The chairperson of the committee shall be elected by the 
committee.
5. All committee reports will be sent to the superintendent and the 
Association president.
6 . The superintendent, committee chairperson, and Association rep­
resentative will meet to discuss all final reports.
7. The results of the study shall be submitted to the superintendent 
for approval.
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Article XX 
SCHOOL CALENDAR
A. Legal School Year - The legal school year as established by the State 
of Indiana is July 1 through June 30 of the following year.
B. Regular School Year - The regular school year for the South Bend 
Community School Corporation shall begin and terminate on the follow­
ing dates:
August 29, 1983 - June 8 , 1984
C. Prorated Pay - A teacher contracted to start after the first day of the 
school year will be contracted for the number of teaching days 
remaining in that school year at the teacher's daily rate.
D. Vacation Days - The 1983-84 calendar shall observe the following 
vacation days for students and teachers:
1. Labor Day, September 5, 1983
2. Veterans' Day, November 11, 1983
3. Thanksgiving Day, November 24 and Friday, November 25, 1983
4. Winter Recess, December 19 to January 2, 1984
5. Martin Luther King Day, January 16, 1984
6 . Presidents' Day, February 20, 1984
7. Spring Recess, April 9 to 16, 1984
8 . Good Friday, April 20, 1984, noon dismissal
9. Memorial Day, May 28, 1984
E. Professional Days - The calendar shall include the following days for 
teachers' professional meetings. These days shall be vacation days 
for students:
1. Orientation Week - the week before Labor Day
(a) Teachers new to the system will report on Monday.
(b) Returning teachers will report on Wednesday.
2. The first session for kindergarten students will be the Monday 
after the beginning of school.
3. Thursday and Friday for the ISTA Conference on Instruction and/or 
other approved professional meetings.
4. The last Friday of the first semester and the last Thursday and 
Friday of the second semester shall be used by the teachers for the 
purpose of grading and recording grades.
F. Election Days - Schools shall be dismissed according to state statute 
on the days of the primary and general elections and at 3:00 p.m. on the 
days preceding Thanksgiving and Winter Recess.
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G. Calendar Appointments - For the term of this Agreement, the 
calendar shall be as set forth in Appendix III.
school
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Article XXI 
INSURANCE
A. Hospitalization & Major Medical - Section 1: The Board will provide
for all teachers either a fully paid single membership premium or a 
fully paid family membership premium in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
hospitalization and major medical insurance program. The coverage 
will include hospital emergency room illness and out-patient diagnos­
tic benefits ($200 (two hundred dollar) limit). The annual deductible 
amount will be $50 (fifty dollars) per individual.
The major medical coverage shall include a lifetime maximum of 
$1,000,000 (one million dollars) per individual. The annual deducti­
ble amount for the first $2,500 (two thousand five hundred dollars) 
shall be at the 80%/20% provision, after which Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
shall pay 100%.
A change in insurance carrier may occur at any time through the 
mutual agreement of the parties.
B. Life Insurance - The Board will provide a fully paid term life 
insurance policy in the amount of $20 ,0 0 0 (twenty-thousand dollars) 
($40,000 (forty thousand dollars) accidental death) for each teacher 
employed by the South Bend Community School Corporation.
C. Long-Term Disability - The Board will assume the cost of a salary 
continuance program for teacher long-term disability which will 
provide, subject to the terms of the non-duplication offset provision 
of the policy (social security, early retirement, etc.) 50% of pay to 
age sixty-five (65) after a six (6 ) month waiting period (see policy).
D. Liability Professional & Auto - The Board shall purchase the type and 
amount of insurance necessary to protect itself as a corporate body, 
its individual members, its appointed officers, and its employees from 
financial loss arising out of any claim, demand, suit or judgment by 
reason of alleged negligence or other act resulting in accidental 
injury to any person or in property damage within or without the school 
buildings while the above named insured are acting in the discharge of 
their duties within the scope of their employment and/or under the 
direction of the Board of School Trustees. Insurance coverage for 
claims, suits or judgments against teachers arising out of the 
operation by teachers of motor vehicles not owned by the Corporation 
shall be limited to coverage for such claims, suits or judgment which 
exceed the insurance coverage available under policies owned by 
teachers individually and which provide coverage over such claims, 
suits or judgments.
E. Dental - Section 1: Effective February 1, 1983, the Board will provide
a dental insurance plan that will provide the following coverage:
An 80%/20% insurance plan with a $700 (seven hundred dollars) 
annual maximum benefit and a $50 (fifty dollars) single annual 
deductible and a $10 0 (one hundred dollars) family annual deductible. 
THis plan will provide a benefit as specified in the Blue Cross/Blue
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Shield major dental plan with orthodontia benefit at a $50 (fifty 
dollars) annual deductible with a $500 (five hundred dollars) lifetime 
maximum to age nineteen (19).
Section 2: The maximum Board contribution to the plan will be 80% of
the single and 60% of the family monthly premium.
Section 3: No later than September 1, 1983, the Board will provide a
dental insurance plan that will provide the following coverage:
A plan with a $1,500 (one thousand five hundred dollars) maximum 
annual benefit. Coverage to be as follows:
Insurance pays:
100% Diagnostic, preventive no deductible
80% Oral surgery, endodontia, $50 (fifty dollars) deductible
periodontia
• 50% Crowns, fixed bridges, dentures $50 (fifty dollars) deductible
50% Orthodontia $750 (seven hundred fifty dol­
lars) life maximum to age 19
Section 4: The Board will pay 100% of the single monthly premium or $32
(thirty-two dollars) (whichever is less) and 80% of the family mon­
thly premium or $32 (thirty-two dollars) (whichever is less) on the 
above plan. The Board and the Association will mutually agree on the 
carrier for this plan.
F. Workman's Compensation - The Board shall provide Workman's Compensa­
tion insurance to all teachers of the South Bend Community School 
Corporat ion.
G. Tax Deferred Annuities - The Board shall make available to all teachers 
the opportunity to participate in the tax deferred (sheltered) annuity 
programs of the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company, American 
United Life Insurance Company, the Travelers Insurance Company, and 
the Horace Mann Insurance Company.
The Board shall make available to teachers the opportunity to 
participate in the tax deferred annuity programs of the American 
Fidelity Insurance Company or the Lincoln Life Insurance Company upon 
written application by a minimum of twenty-five (25) teachers for 
either one of the additional programs offered.
H. Insurance Committee - The Board and the Association agree that 
insurance protection for all teachers of the South Bend Community 
School Corporation is important to the morale and general well-being 
of the teachers. It is further agreed that maximum insurance coverage 
and benefits allowable per minimum investment shall be a goal of the 
Board and the Association. The present insurance companies shall 
continue to study all existing insurance plans provided by or made 
available by the Board to all employees of the South Bend Community 
School Corporation and make recommendations for improvements of 
existing benefits.
Any teacher appointed to the insurance committee will be ap­
pointed by the superintendent from members of the Association.
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I. Insurance for Retired Teachers - The Board shall provide for partici­
pation in all contract insurance plans for all teachers who retire and 
accept the benefits of the Indiana State Teachers Retirement System. 
All retired teachers shall have life insurance of $5,000 (five 
thousand dollars) granted at the cost of the Board. Teachers who have 
previously retired shall be entitled to continue to carry an addition­
al $15,000 (fifteen thousand dollars) coverage. The actual premium 
cost of the additional $15,000 (fifteen thousand dollars) life 
insurance coverage shall be at the teacher's expense. All other 
insurance carried following retirement shall be at the teacher's 
expense.
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Article XXII
PROFESSIONAL COMPENSATION
A. Basic Salaries - The basic salaries of teachers covered by this 
Agreement are set forth in Appendix I which is attached to, and 
incorporated in, this Agreement.
B. Military Credit - Credit will be given for each year of military 
service up to a maximum of four (4) years. A minimum of eight (8 ) 
months military service is necessary to qualify for a year of service. 
(Rule 94, 1948, Department of Public Instruction)
C. Reclassification - Reclassification will be made two (2) times a year. 
Teachers interested in reclassification should inform the Personnel 
Department by letter by March 15 for reclassification for the fall 
semester. To be eligible for reclassification, a transcript of credits 
with the official seal from a university or college verifying the 
request for reclassification should accompany the letter (or be 
submitted separately to the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel 
Services as soon as it is available). In unusual cases where summer 
school work has made reclassification possible, the teacher should 
notify the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel Services by letter 
on or before August 15.
D. Teaching Licenses - The individual teacher is responsible for seeing 
that licenses are correct and renewed when due but the Personnel Office 
will give assistance as needed. As soon as the certificate is 
received, it must be brought to the Personnel Office for registration 
and recording. After the record has been made, the certificate will be 
returned to the teacher.
E. Salary Adjustments - The salary of each teacher will be presumed 
correct as shown on the Uniform Teacher's Contract unless the teacher or 
Assistant Superintendent of Personnel furnishes evidence of error.
F. Extra Pay Schedule - Extra pay for special services will be set forth 
in Appendix II which is attached to, and incorproated in this 
Agreement.
G. Daily Deductions - Deductions for school year personnel for daily 
absences not covered by provisions listed shall be made at the rate of 
1/189 for first year teachers and 1/187 for all others of the 
contracted salary.
H. Equal Pays - Teachers will be paid in twenty-six (26) equal gross 
paychecks.
I. Payroll Deductions - Payroll deductions for teachers are limited to the 
following items in addition to those deductions permitted by law, upon 
appropriate written authorization from the teacher:
1. Blue Cross/Blue Shield Insurance
2. Prudential Insurance
3. Teachers Credit Union
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4. Annuities
5. United Fund
6 . U.S. Savings Bonds
7. Any other plans or programs jointly approved by the Association 
and the Board
J. Deductions for Absences - Deductions for certified personnel for daily 
absence not covered by provisions listed shall be made at the daily 
rate of the contracted salary.
K. Credit for Outside Teaching Experience - All teachers shall receive 
full credit on the salary schedule for outside teaching experience. No 
teacher shall be employed in excess of credit authorized by this 
schedule. The Assistant Superintendent of Personnel shall evaluate 
the experience of all teachers who have had teaching experience outside 
the School Corporation. Full credit for outside teaching experience 
shall be given for salary computation providing such experience has 
been comparable to the kind and type of teaching done in the South Bend 
Community Schools. If teaching experience is accepted by the ISTRF, it 
shall be accepted by the School Corporation. To receive credit for a 
full year of teaching experience on the South Bend pay schedule and to 
be eligible for a full increment the succeeding year, a teacher must 
teach at least 12 0 school days of any school year.
L. Payday Schedule - The payday schedule shall be as follows:
Section 1: 1983-84 payday schedule
June schedule:
June 8 - 2  checks 
June 1 5 - 3  checks*
Summer schedule:
June 1 5 - 1  check* 
July 1 3 - 2  checks* 
August 1 0 - 2  checks*
1983
September 9 
September 23 
October 7 
October 21 
November 4 
November 18 
December 3 
December 16
1984
January 2 
January 13 
January 27 
February 10 
February 24 
March 9 
March 23 
April 6
April 19 (Thursday)
May 4
May 18
June 1
June 8
*Ma i1ed
Section 2: Teachers may elect to receive their final checks on
June schedule or a summer schedule.
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Article XXIII 
REDUCTION IN FORCE-RECALL
Section 1: In the event of a Board decision for a decrease in force within
the bargaining unit, or recall after layoff, the following factors as listed 
below shall govern:
a. Certification
b. Seniority
Section 2: Seniority is defined as the teacher's length of continuous
service from his/her beginning date of last employment in the South Bend 
Community School Corporation. Approved leaves of absence shall be
considered as continuous service. A teacher who has had his/her period of 
service in the School Corporation broken after having attained permanent 
status shall have seniority determined by totalling the actual years of 
service in the South Bend Community School Corporation.
Section 3: A teacher whose current assignment is not available due to a
reduction in force shall displace the least senior teacher in his/her areas 
of certification.
Section 4: Teachers who have been laid off will be recalled on the basis of
reverse seniority using the test specified in Section 1.
Section 5: A teacher on layoff shall remain on the recall list for four (4)
years, so long as he/she expresses his/her desire to do so to the Board each 
year by May 1 in writing, except as follows:
a. Until removed at the employee's request.
b. Until the employee refused two (2) different recalls for employment.
A teacher accepting a recall must report to work within twenty-one (21) 
calendar days after receipt of a written notice of recall. The written 
notice of recall shall be given by the Board by registered or certified 
mail, addressed to the employee at his/her last address appearing on the 
records of the Board. An employee who is employed in another school 
corporation at the time of recall shall be allowed to complete his/her 
contractual obligation before returning. In the event a teacher cannot 
return due to a contractual obligation, the position will be filled by a 
certified teacher on a temporary contract.
Section 6 : When two (2) or more teachers have the same length of service,
the teacher having the greater amount of total teaching experience shall be 
considered senior. If two (2) or more teachers have the same total years of 
experience, then the teacher with the earliest birthdate shall be consider­
ed senior.
Section 7: One (1) Corporation-wide seniority list based on service with
the Corporation shall be established. This list shall contain the names, 
areas of certification and years of service for all teachers, including 
teachers on official leaves of absence. The initial seniority list shall be 
posted in each faculty lounge and made available to each teacher who
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requests a copy thereof. Teachers shall have a period of forty-five (45) 
calendar days to file exceptions to their placement on the seniority list 
with the Assistant Superintendent of Personnel. No exception shall be 
entertained which has not been filed within this time period. This list 
shall be updated and posted annually.
Section 8 : Any teacher holding a regular teacher contract for the 1982-83 
school year who is laid off shall have one (1 ) of the following options 
available:
Option A) Using the teacher seniority list, the School Corporation shall 
offer a regular teacher contract to the twelve (1 2 ) most senior teachers on 
said list to perform permanent substituting for the School Corporation. 
Should one (1) or more of twelve (12) most senior laid off teachers refuse 
this option, the Corporation shall continue down the seniority list until 
the twelve (1 2 ) regular contracted permanent substitute positions are 
filled.
Option B) Any laid off teacher not accepting Option A, or any laid off 
teacher not having Option A available shall be offered a daily substitute 
position, if available, according to seniority and certification at the 
rate of $40 (forty dollars) per day. Teachers remain eligible for such 
preference only as long as they accept available positions; however, each 
teacher shall be granted fifteen (15) refusals per school year.
Section 9: No minority bargaining unit employee shall be laid off.
Section 10: The Board hereby agrees to indemnify the NEA-South Bend and 
hold it harmless against any and all claims, demands, suits or other forms 
of liability that should arise out of, or by reason of Section 9 of this 
Article.
Section 11: Any teacher employed after the start of the school year and 
having worked less than 120 teacher work days shall not be subject to this 
Article.
Section 12: Those employees properly issued temporary contracts under 
state statute shall not be covered by the provisions of this Article.
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Article XXIV 
BOARD'S RIGHTS
A. Board's Rights - The Association recognizes that the Board has the 
responsibility and authority to manage and direct in behalf of the 
public, the administrative organization of the South Bend Community 
School Corporation, all the operations and activities of the South Bend 
Community School Corporation to the full extent authorized by law, 
provided that such rights and responsibilities shall be exercised by 
the Board in conformity with the provisions of this Agreement, subject, 
however, to all the laws of the State of Indiana governing the 
operation of the South Bend Community School Corporation. Except as 
expressly and specifically limited or restricted by the provisions of 
this Agreement, and to that extent only, the Board reserves and retains 
any and all rights and prerequisites which it has under the law of the 
State of Indiana covering the operation of the South Bend Community 
School Corporation whether or not such rights have been exercised by 
the Board in the past.
B. Alteration in Budget - It is agreed that any item which would 
necessitate alteration in the approved school budget shall not be 
grievable.
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Article XXV 
EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
A. Mutual Agreement - The parties mutually agree that the terms and
conditions set forth in this Agreement represent the understanding and 
commitment between the parties. Alterations or changes in this 
contract can be made only through the mutual consent of the parties.
B. Savings Clause - Should any article, section or clause of this
Agreement be declared illegal by a court of competent jurisdiction, 
said article, section or clause, as the case may be, shall be
automatically deleted from this Agreement to the extent that it 
violates the law, but the remaining articles, sections, and clauses 
shall remain in full force and effect for the duration of the 
Agreement, if not affected by the deleted article, section or clause.
C. Effect of Agreement - This Agreement shall supersede any rules,
regulations, or practices by the Board which shall be contrary to or 
inconsistent with terms contained within this Agreement. All teachers 
shall continue to sign a regular teacher's contract prescribed by the 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, the terms of which shall be 
made expressly subject, where applicable, to the terms of this 
Agreement. The provisions of this Agreement shall be incorporated into 
and be considered part of the established policies of the Board.
D. Shared Printing Cost - Upon ratification of this Agreement by the 
parties, such Agreement shall be printed in its entirety for distribu­
tion to all teachers. The Association and the Board agree to jointly 
prepare the final text of the ratified Agreement for printing. The 
printing expenses shall be shared equally by the Board and the 
Association. Distribution to teachers will be made by the Association.
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Article XXVI 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
A. This Agreement shall be effective as of August 15, 1983, and shall not 
be extended orally, and it is expressly understood it shall expire on 
August 15, 1984.
B. Between January 1 and February 15, 1984, the parties shall initiate 
negotiations for the purpose of entering into a successor Agreement.
This Agreement is made and entered into at South Bend, Indiana, 
on this 26th day of January, 1983, by and between the South Bend 
Community School Corporation, County of St. Joseph, State of Indiana, 
party of the first part heretofore referred to as the Board, and the 
National Education Association-South Bend, affiliated with the Indiana 
State Teachers Association, party of the second part, heretofore 
referred to as the Association.
This Agreement is so attested to by the parties whose signatures 
appear below.
National Education Association 
South Bend
A
^resident >7
Secretary of Negotiating (Committee
Cha Committee
South Bend Board of School 
Trustees
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
It is expressly understood between the National Education Association-South 
Bend and the South Bend Community School Corporation that the terms and 
conditions of this Memorandum of Understanding shall be binding on both 
parties. The Association and Board agree that:
1. Elementary lunch aides will be provided February 1, 1983, for the 
express purpose of relieving elementary teachers from lunch super­
vision. The parties agree that the principal and staff will work 
together to minimize instructional aide involvement in lunch super­
vision.
2. The elementary student day beginning February 1, 1983, shall be 8:30 
a.m. - 3:15 p.m.
3. The Association and the Board agree that no more than fifty (30) 
bargaining unit employees holding a regular teacher contract during 
the 1982-83 school year shall be on layoff as of the official 
enrollment date of the Corporation in September, 1983.
4. The Board shall have the option to guarantee one (1) male and one (1) 
female physical education teacher in each middle and high school.
The Board shall have the option to guarantee one (1) male and one (1) 
female guidance counselor in each high school.
6. Faculties in each elementary school shall have a black composition 
within five (5) percentage points of the total percentage of black 
faculty members in all elementary schools.
7. Faculties in each middle and high school shall have a black composition 
within five (5) percentage points of the total percentage of black 
faculty members in all middle and high schools.
8. The Board shall have the option to guarantee one (1) black guidance 
counselor in each high school.
9. The Board shall have the option to provide one (1) Hispanic counselor.
This Memorandum of Understanding shall expire August 15, 1984.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
No Minority Layoff Clause - There will be a joint committee consisting of
teachers and representatives of the administration formed to review the
current language in the contract and to make recommendations to both parties
at the bargaining table next year.
The following specifics would apply:
1. Membership - The committee would consist of six (6) members, three (3) 
representing teachers and three (3) representing the administration. 
One (1) teacher and one (1) administrative representative would serve 
as cochairpersons of the committee. The Board shall appoint three (3) 
members representing the administration, and the NEA shall appoint 
three (3) members representing the Association.
2. Preliminary Report - The committee would develop a preliminary report 
by September, 1983, which would be released for consideration by 
teachers, the Board, and the public. The committee would hold a public 
hearing prior to making a final report to solicit comments from the 
general public.
3. Report - The committee would report to the administrative and teacher 
bargaining teams in January, 1984, for consideration in the bargaining 
process at that time.
4. Release time - Teacher representatives on the committee would be 
provided release time, as necessary, to complete the committee's 
functions.
5. Expenses - The Board would provide reasonable expenses and clerical 
support for the committee as deemed necessary by the cochairpersons.
6. Reaching Agreement - In the event that the bargaining teams are unable 
to achieve an agreement before April 1, 1984, on the language to be 
incorporated in Article XXIII, Section 9, any teacher laid off for the 
1984-85 school year shall be subject to the following:
The first thirty-five (35) teachers laid off would be laid off in 
accordance with current Professional Agreement language.
In the event that it is necessary to lay off additional teachers, said 
teachers would be laid off subject to the following provision:
The percentage of minority bargaining unit employees employed 
during a year in which staff reductions are implemented shall 
reflect the same percentage of minority bargaining unit employees 
employed during the preceding year. This percentage shall be 
determined by dividing the number of minority bargaining unit 
employees by the total number of bargaining unit employees in the 
Corporation. The computation shall be mutually determined by the 
Association and the Corporation on or before February 1 of each 
year.
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Appendix I 
SALARY
All teachers under contract shall be classified as follows:
Class VII. Those who have earned a Doctor's Degree from a college or 
university approved by the North Central Association of Colleges or an 
equivalent association.
Class VI. Those who have earned thirty (30) semester hours on the graduate 
level and on an approved Doctoral program beyond the Master's Degree in a 
college or university approved by the North Central Association of Colleges 
or an equivalent association. Those who have also earned thirty (30) 
semester hours of graduate credit in their field beyond the Master's Degree 
in a college or university approved by the North Central Association of 
Colleges or an equivalent association. This work is to be evaluated by a 
committee appointed by the Superintendent of Schools.
Class V + 13. Those who have earned a Master's Degree plus fifteen (15) 
semester hours on the graduate level.
Class V. Those who have earned a Master's Degree from a college or 
university approved by the North Central Association of Colleges or an 
equivalent association.
Class IV + 30. Masters equivalent (180 weeks). Those teachers who fall into 
one of the following categories (no additional teachers will be added to 
this classification):
a. If training had been taken prior to June 1, 1947, and this training 
consisted of thirty (30) semester or forty-eight (48) term hours of 
either undergraduate or graduate work beyond the Bachelor's Degree.
b. If training had been taken on or after July 1, 1947, and before 
September 1, 1962, and this training consisted of:
1. Thirty (30) semester hours, eighteen (18) of which must be on the 
graduate level.
2. If, on thirty (30) semester hour conversion plan to elementary, 
the thirty (30) semester hours may be all undergraduate.
3. If in library science, thirty (30) semester hours, eighteen (18) 
of which must be in library science.
4. In trade and industry, the thirty (30) semester hours must be in 
courses qualifying for credit under Smith-Hughes regulations.
Class IV. Those who are graduates of a college or university approved by the 
North Central Association of Colleges or an equivalent association.
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SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION 
1983-84 Salary Schedule
Years BS BS + 30 MS MS + 15 MS + 30 Doctorate
0 14,000 14,560 15,120 15,680 16,240 17,360
1 14,560 15,120 15,680 16,240 16,800 17,920
2 15,120 15,680 16,240 16,800 17,360 18,480
3 15,680 16,240 16,800 17,360 17,920 19,040
4 16,240 16,800 17,360 17,920 18,480 19,600
5 16,800 17,360 18,480 19,040 19,600 20,720
6 17,360 17,920 19,040 19,600 20,160 21,280
7 17,920 18,480 19,600 20,160 20,720 21,840
8 18,480 19,040 20,160 20,720 21,280 22,400
9 19,040 19,600 20,720 21,280 21,840 22,960
10 19,600 20,160 21,840 22,400 22,960 24,080
11 20,160 20,720 22,400 22,960 23,520 24,640
12 20,720 21,280 22,960 23,520 24,080 25,200
13 21,280 21,840 23,520 24,080 24,640 25,760
14 21,980 22,400 24,080 24,640 25,200 26,320
15 22,960 24,640 25,200 25,760 27,440
16 23,520 25,200 25,760 26,320 28,000
17 24,080 25,760 26,320 26,880 28,560
18 24,640 26,460 27,020 27,580 29,260
19 29,820
20 30,380
YEARS COLUMN SALARY
21-23 MS 26,600
MS + 15 27,160
MS + 30 27,720
Doctorate 30,520
24 or more MS 26,740
MS + 15 27,300
MS + 30 27,860
Doctorate 30,660
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SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
Index
YRS BS BS + 30 MS
0 1.00 1.04 1.08
1 1.04 1.08 1.12
2 1.08 1.12 1.16
3 1.12 1.16 1.20
4 1.16 1.20 1.24
5 1.20 1.24 1.32
6 1.24 1.28 1.36
7 1.28 1.32 1.40
8 1.32 1.36 1.44
9 1.36 1.40 1.48
10 1.40 1.44 1.56
11 1.44 1.48 1.60
12 1.48 1.52 1.64
13 1.52 1.57 1.68
14 1.57 1.60 1.72
15 1.64 1.76
16 1.68 1.80
17 1.72 1.84
18 1.76 1.89
19
20
21
22
MS + 15 MS + 30 DOCTORATE
1.12 1 ,.16 1,.24
1.16 1 ,.20 1 ,.28
1.20 1 ,.24 1 . 32
1.24 1 . 28 1 . 36
1.28 1.32 1 . 40
1.36 1 ,.40 1 .48
1.40 1 ,.44 1 . 52
1.44 1 ,.48 1 . 56
1.48 1.52 1 ,.60
1.52 1 ,.56 1 . 64
1.60 1 . 64 1 ,.72
1.64 1 . 68 1.76
1.68 1 . 72 1 ,.80
1.72 1..76 1 . 84
1.76 1 . 80 1 ,.88
1.80 1..84 1 ,.96
1.84 1 . 88 2..00
1.88 1 . 92 2..04
1.93 1 ,.97 2..09
2..13
2..17
YRS COLUMN INDEX
21-23 MS 1.90
MS + 15 1.94
MS + 30 1.98
Doctorate 2.18
24 or more MS 1.91
MS + 15 1.95
MS + 30 1.99
Doctorate 2.19
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APPENDIX II
EXTRA PAY FOR SPECIAL SERVICES
Teachers performing extra duties as "special services" shall be compensated 
according to the following schedule. These amounts are for extra duties in 
addition to a regular teaching load. All assignments to positions on the 
schedule shall be for a period of the school year. Such assignments are 
normally limited to two (2) per teacher. Vacancies shall be posted for 
informational purposes to the staff.
The extra pay schedule is indexed to the BS base.
Category A: INDEX
ATHLETICS
Athletic Directors and Sponsors
* Athletic Director (HS) .2615
Athletic Director (MS) .1937
(two additional preparation periods)
Activities/Sports Coordinator (MS) .1069
Sports Club Sponsor (HS) .0539
Sports Club Sponsor (MS) .0539
Boys' Intramural Director (HS) .0216
Baseball
Baseball Coach (HS) 
Assistant Baseball (HS)
.1259
.0539
.0539
.0431
.0431
.0431
Baseball Coach (9th) (HS) 
Baseball Coach (8th) (MS) 
Baseball Coach (7th) (MS) 
Baseball Coach (7-8)
Basketball
Boys' Head Basketball (HS) .2421
(one additional preparation period) 
Boys' Assistant Basketball (HS)
Boys' Head Basketball (9th) (HS)
Boys' Assistant Basketball (9th) (HS) 
Boys' Head Basketball (8th) (MS)
Boys' Head Basketball (7th) (MS)
Boys' Basketball (7-8)
Boys' Assistant Basketball (MS)
Boys' Elementary Basketball 
Intramural Basketball (K-6)
Girls' Head Basketball (HS)
Girls' Assistant Basketball (HS)
Girls' Basketball (9th) (HS)
Girls' Basketball (7-8) (MS)
Assistant Girls' Basketball (7-8) (MS)
.1259
.1259
.0539
.0755
.0755
.0755
.0450
.0431
.0431
.1598
.1069
.1069
.0755
.0450
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Girls' Elementary Basketball .0431
Cheerleaders
Cheerleader Sponsor (HS) (9-12) .0751
Cheerleader Sponsor (HS) (10-12) .0581
Cheerleader Sponsor (7-9) (MS) .0436
Cheerleader Sponsor (7-8) (MS) .0324
Cross Country
Cross Country (HS) .0539
Football
* Head Football (HS) .2421
Assistant Football (HS) .1259
Head Football (9th)(HS) .1259
Assistant Football (9th) (HS) .1259
Head Football (8th) (MS) .0584
Head Football (7th) (MS) .0584
Football Coach (7-8) .0539
Assistant Football (7-8) (MS) .0431
Assistant Football (7-8) (More than 40 players) .0431
Flag Football (MS) .0431
Football Coordinator (MS) .0324
Golf
Golf Coach (HS) .0431
Gymnastics
Boys' Gymnastic Coach (HS) .0755
Girls' Gymnastic Coach (HS) .0755
Softball
Girls' Softball Coach (HS) .0584
Swimming
Boys' Swimming Coach (HS) .1259
Girls' Swimming Coach (HS) .1259
Pool Manager (MS) .0539
Tennis
Boys' Tennis Coach (HS) .0431
Girls' Tennis Coach (HS) .0431
Track
Boys' Track Coach (HS) .1259
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Boys' Assistant Track Coach (HS) .0581
Boys' Track Coach (9th) (HS) .0581
Boys' Track Coach (7-8) (MS) .0431
Elementary Track 0324
Girls' Track Coach (HS) .1259
Girls' Track Coach (9th) (HS) .0581
Girls' Track Coach (7-8) (MS) .0431
Volleyball
Girls' Volleyball Coach (HS) .1259
Girls' Volleyball Coach (9th) (HS) .0539
Girls' Volleyball Coach (7-8) (MS) .0584
Assistant Girls' Volleyball Coach (7-8) (MS) .0324
Wrestling
Wrestling Coach (HS) .1259
Assistant Wrestling Coach (HS) .0539
Wrestling Coach (9th) (HS) .0539
Wrestling Coach (7-8) (MS) .0431
AUDIOVISUAL
Audiovisual Coordinator
Over 700 enrollment .0431
Less than 700 enrollment .0324
ACTIVITY AND CLUB SPONSORS
Yearbook Sponsor (HS) .0832
Yearbook Sponsor (MS) .0431
Newspaper Sponsor (HS) .0431
(one additional preparation period)
Newspaper Sponsor (MS) .0431
Debate Coach (HS) .0513
Drama Coach (HS) .0610
Stage Manager (HS) .0431
Student Activities Sponsor (7-9) (MS) .0431
Usher Club Sponsor (HS) .0431
Student Council Sponsor (HS) .0324
Senior Class Sponsor (HS) .0324
Patrol Sponsor (K-6) (K-8) .0216
OTHER SPECIAL SERVICES
Comptroller (HS) .0431
Ticket Manager (HS) .0431
Social Chairman (HS) .0431
Lunch Supervisor .0581
Bus Supervisor (HS) (MS) (ALT) (K-6) .0581
(one per building)
+ Resource Teacher .0593
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Category B: 
DEPARTMENT HEAD
Department Head (HS)
*** More than 25 classes .0630
More than 15, less than 26 classes .0484
Department Head (7-8) (MS)
***** More than 30 classes
More than 18, less than 31 classes
Team Leader
Team Leader (MS)
Team Leader (ALT)
MUSIC
Instrumental Music
Band Director (HS)
Assistant Band Director (HS)
Band Director (MS)
Orchestra Director (HS)
| Vocal and Instrumental Music
Choral Director (HS)
Vocal Music and Instrumental Music
(More than one school without high school assignment)
Vocal Music and Instrumental Music (K-6) (K-8) (7-8) (MS)
(Only one school)
* Teachers assigned these duties are allowed three (3) periods for depart­
mental duties.
.0755
.0431
.0378
.1069
.0755
.0755
.0755
.0581
.0266
.0630
.0484
** Teachers assigned these duties are allowed an additional preparation 
period for the first semester only.
*** Department heads in business education, foreign language, industrial arts, 
language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies with thirty (30) or 
more classes are allowed two (2) additional periods for departmental duties.
**** Department heads (7-8) (MS) with thirty-six (36) or more classes are allowed 
two (2) additional periods for departmental duties.
sr*** Department heads (7-8) (MS) with thirty (30) or more classes are allowed an 
additional period for departmental duties.
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+ Subject to federal fund.
Any teacher holding a special services contract classified under Category A, 
who receives written notice of the non-renewal of such teacher's special 
services contract, shall be afforded all procedural due process rights 
granted under Article IV, paragraphs A, B, D, E, F, G, and H of Article IV, 
an aggrieved teacher shall have the following rights and limitations:
a. If, after the discussion with the aggrieved teacher's immediate 
supervisor, the aggrieved teacher feels a grievance still exists, the 
aggrieved teacher shall have the right of appeal set forth in Steps I 
and II of paragraph C of Article IV.
b. The burden shall be upon the aggrieved teacher to show that the 
decision of the immediate supervisor was arbitrary and capricious; and
c. The decision of the superintendent and/or designated representative 
shall be final and binding on the Association and the aggrieved 
teacher, the right to seek arbitration under Step III of paragraph C of 
Article IV being specifically prohibited by the parties.
Any teacher holding a special services contract classified under Category B, 
who receives written notice of the non-renewal of such teacher's special 
services contract, shall be afforded procedural due process rights granted 
under Article IV of the Professional Agreement, except as said Article IV is 
modified below:
a. The burden shall be upon the aggrieved teacher to show that the 
decision of the immediate supervisor was arbitrary and capricious; and
b. If such grievance proceeds to arbitration as provided in Step III of 
paragraph C of Article IV, the burden shall be upon the Association to 
show that the decision of the immediate supervisor and/or designated 
representative was arbitrary and capricious.
Appendix III 
1983-84 SCHOOL CALENDAR
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Orientation Week. . . ,
Labor Day ...........
Classes begin . . . . 
Professional meetings 
Veterans' Day . . . .  
Thanksgiving break. . 
Winter recess . . . .
Martin Luther King Day 
Midyear reports . . .
Presidents' Day. . . . 
Spring recess . . . .
Good Friday...........
Memorial Day........
End of year reports .
Schools close . . . .
August 31, September 1 & 2, 1983
.............. September 5, 1983
.............. September 6, 1983
......... October 27 & 28, 1983
.............  November 11, 1983
. . . . November 24 & 25, 1983
.............  December 19, 1983
to 8:00 a.m., January 2,1984
..............  January 16, 1984
..............  January 27, 1984
No school for pupils
.............  February 20, 1984
.................  April 9, 1984
to 8:00 a.m., April 16, 1984 
. noon dismissal, April 20, 1984
...................  May 28, 1984
...................  June 7, 1984
No school for pupils 
...................  June 8, 1984
* * * * * * * * * *
Pupil Teaching
1ST SEMESTER 1983-84
Attendance Days
August 29 & 30
(new teachers report)
0 (2)
August 31 0 1
September 1-30
Labor Day, September 5
19 22
October 1-31
Professional days, October 27 
& 28
19 21
November 1-30
Veterans' Day, November 11 
Thanksgiving, November 24 & 25
19 22
December 1-16
Winter recess December 19 to 
January 2, 1984, 8:00 a.m.
12 12
January 2-27, 1984
Martin Luther King Day, Jan­
uary 16, 1984
19 19
88 97
(99)
2ND SEMESTER 1983-84
January 30 & 31 2 2
February 1-29 20 21
Presidents'Day, February 20
March 1-30 22 22
April 1-30 16 16
Spring recess, April 9 to 
April 15, 8:00 a.m.
Good Friday, April 20 (noon 
dismissal)
May 1-31 22 23
Memorial Day, May 28
June 1-8 6 6
88 90
GRAND TOTAL 176 187
(189)
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APPENDIX IV
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION 
GRIEVANCE FORM
Distribution
i. Superintendent white
2. Principal yellow
3. Association Office pink
4. Teacher gold
Building Assignment Name of Grievant Date Filed
A. Date Grievance Occurred
Bo 1. Statement of Grievance
2. Relief Sought_
C. Disposition by Principal^
Signature Date
Principal’s S i g n a t u r e D a t e  
D. Position of Grievant and/or Association ________________________________
Signature
NOTE: Distribution should be made after Item (D) has been completed,
150110-1 Rev 1973
ST
EP
 m
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
ST
EP
 I
I
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SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION 
FORMAL GRIEVANCE APPEAL
Distribution
1. Superintendent white
2 . Principal yellow
3 . Association Office pink
4 . Teacher gold
A. Date Received by Superintendent or Designated Representative
B. Disposition by Superintendent or Designated Representative__
Signature Date
C . Position of Grievant and/or A ssociation __________________________
Signature Date
A. Date Submitted to Arbitrator
B. Recommendation of Arbitrator
Signature Date
150110-2 REV 1974
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APPENDIX V
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL GhOWTH -  FORM A
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
Teacher ___________________________________________________________  School_________________________
PART I: Each year all teachers will develop a minimum of two professional objectives. The objectives shall
be submitted on this form by October 15. A separate form must be used for each objective.
OBJECTIVE: (What is to be accomplished?)
RATIONALE: (What is the merit of the objective?)
PROCEDURES: (How will the objective be accomplished?)
EVALUATION: (How will it be determined that this objective has been metI *7)
Teacher's Principal's
Signature  -----------------------------------------------------Signature ____________________________________________
Date ____________________________________ Date _________________________________________
******************************************************************
PARTII: Attainment Meeting (to be completed by May 1 ) Statement of extent to which teacher has attained
objective(s). This may be a joint statement of the teacher and the principal or each party may 
submit a separate statement.
I have read all pages of this report.
Teachers Principal's
S ig n a tu re _________________________________ Signature
Date Date
Distribution: Fall Conference — White and yellow to principal. Pink to teacher.
Spring Conference — White to principal Yellow to teacher
150151
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TEACHER EVALUATION -  FORM B
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
Teacher ___________________________________________________________  School______ __________________
SECTION I — WRITTEN DESCRIPTIVE EVALUATION REMARKS:
PART 1: List the criteria and/or indicators which demonstrate significant strengths of the teacher. Include
explanation, relevant comments, and/or appropriate documentation
PART 2: List the criteria and/or indicators which demonstrate areas where improvement is needed. Include
explanation, appropriate documentation, and positive assistance for improvement plus any other 
relevant comments
SECTION II -  RECOMMENDATION OF EVALUATOR: YES NO
I recommend this teacher for reemployment. ____ ____
I recommend this teacher for a permanent contract ____ ____
I recommend this teacher for probation assistance. ____ ____
I recommend this non-permanent teacher for termination. ____ ____
Visitation D a te s ___________________________________________________ ________________________________
Lengths of Visitations:_______________________________________________ __ _____________________________
Conference D a tes:__________________________________________________________________________________
Comments: I
I have read all pages of this report 
Teacher's Evaluator's
Signature _________________________________ Signature: ____________
Date _________________________________ Date ____________
Distribution: Original to permanent file Yellow to teacher Pink to principal 
150152
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PROBATION ASSISTANCE PLAN -  FORM C
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
Teacher:____________________________________________________________ School:____
Plan Conference Date: __________________________________________________________
Assignment: ______________________________________________________ Referral Date:
Probation Assistance Team: Chairperson: ----------------------------------------------------------
Evaluator: ---------------------------------------------------------------
Association Rep. ----------------------------------------------------
Grade/Subject Teacher: -------------------------------------------
Area(s) Needing Improvement:
Prescriptive Probation Plan: Each prescription shall include an evaluation procedure and time schedule for 
completion.
I have read all pages of this report.
Teacher's Chairperson's
Signature:___________________________________  Signature: ------- ---------------------------------------------------------
Date: ________________________________ ___  Date: ________ __________________________________
******************************************************************
Interim Status Conference D a te_________________________To be held no sooner than 40 school days of
inception of Probation Assistance Plan.
Status Report:
Probation Assistance Team Recommendation to Superintendent:
1. Continuation of Probation Yes------- No------
2. Termination of Probation Yes------- No------
I have read all pages of this report.
Teacher's Chairperson's
Signature: _____________________________ _____  S ig n a tu re :----------------------------------------------------------------
D a te : __________________________________ Date: --------------------------------------------------------------------------
*******************************************************************
Attainment Conference Date___________ _____________ To be held within 100 school days of the Probation
Assistance Plan
f i n d i n g s  o f  P a c t :
I have read all pages of this report 
Teachers
Signature: _________________________ .
Date: __________________________
Chairpersons 
Signature: _
Date: _
Distribution: One copy to evaluator. One cony to teacher. Ore r T "  :.o pe;
150153
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CRITERIA AND INDICATORS FOR FORM B — TEACHER EVALUATION
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
Form B has two sections (1) Written Descriptive Evaluation Remarks 
(2) Recommendations
Only Form B shall be placed in the permanent teacher file
EVALUATION CRITERIA AND INDICATORS: Only the criteria and indicators listed 
below may be entered on Form B. Place a plus (♦) sign in front of any item where 
significant strengths have been demonstrated- Place a check ( V  ) in front of any item 
where improvement is needed Items not marked indicate professional competence.
1. DIAGNOSTIC SKILLS: The teacher acquires information from a variety of sources 
in order to appraise student learning levels, interests. ?nd needs
The teacher
___  1.1 collects and utilizes information about pupils from a variety of sources such as
school records, diagnostic and standardized tests, previous teachers, 
conferences with parents and pupils, school specialists, and observation, and 
assessment of pupils.
___  1.2 seeks to learn from colleagues, pupils, parents, and the community
___  1.3 understands and uses principles of child growth and development in
conducting learning activities
___  1 4 uses evaluation to improve the effectiveness of classroom activity.
___  1.5 uses subject content from previous grade levels to reinforce, and anticipates
subject content used in future grade levels to insure effective continuity, scope, 
and sequence of subject matter.
2. INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: The teacher establishes learning objectives 
consistent with appraisal of student needs, requirements of curriculum framework, 
and knowledge of human growth and development.
___ 2.1 understands and uses principles of child growth and development in
conducting learning activities
___ 2.2 establishes instructional goals and objectives for learning activities in terms of
student behaviors
___ 2.3 adjusts assignments to provide for individual differences.
___ 2 4 shows consistency and fairness in working with pupils.
___ 2.5 establishes daily activity that reflects evidence of planning for and evaluating
achievement of short range objectives and long-range goals.
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PERSONALIZES INSTRUCTION: The teacher plans and provides for involvement
of all students in the learning process.
3 1 finds opportunity for each pupil to make worthwhile contributions to the class.
3 2 helps pupils experience social and intellectual satisfaction in the classroom.
3.3 provides opportunities for pupils to express themselves in creative ways.
3 4 conducts classroom discussion so that pupils exchange verbal interaction 
openly and productively when appropriate.
3 5 listens to pupils and utilizes pupil feedback to facilitate learning.
MOTIVATION: The teacher plans for and uses those instructional methods which 
motivate and enable each student to achieve learning objectives.
4 1 adjusts teaching methodologies to provide for individual differences.
4 2 gives clear and definite assignments.
4 3 uses a variety of teaching techniques such as discussion, simulation, 
discovery inquiry, and problem solving.
4 4 provides opportunities for pupils to express themselves in creative ways.
4 5 works to improve the educational program for learners.
RESOURCE UTILIZATION: The teacher plans and utilizes those resources which 
motivate each student to achieve learning objectives.
5.1 plans for learning activities that provide balance between and within subject 
areas of the curriculum.
5.2 selects and utilizes a wide variety of instructional materials.
5.3 helps pupils utilize a variety of reference materials in printed, audio and visual 
forms.
5.4 enriches the basic educational program by helping pupils utilize personal, 
school, and community resources.
5.5 uses S.B.C.S.C. courses of study and curriculum guides currently available in 
appropriate subject areas.
STUDENT EVALUATION: The teacher plans for and utilizes evaluation techniques 
which motivate and enable each student to achieve learning objectives.
6.1 encourages pupils to demonstrate achievement in a variety of ways
6.2 adjusts evaluation techniques to provide for individual differences among 
pupils.
6.3 listens to pupils and utilizes pupil feedback to facilitate learning
6 4 involves pupils in planning and evaluating the program of instruction.
6.5 shows consistency and fairness in working with pupils.
STUDENT DISCIPLINE: The teacher establishes and maintains the environment 
required to motivate and enable each student to achieve learning objectives.
7.1 maintains a classroom atmosphere conducive to learning.
7.2 uses classroom management skills that prevent disruptive behavior among 
students.
7.3 handles classroom discipline matters and makes referrals to appropriate 
sources of help when necessary.
7.4 shows consistency and fairness in working with pupils
7.5 provides learning experiences which help pupils become responsible and self- 
directed learners
SELF ASSESSMENT: The teacher appraises the effectiveness of his/her teaching 
practices and instructional program not only in terms of achieving his/her own 
objectives but also in terms of the total school's instructional program.
8.1 helps pupils apply learning experiences to a variety of situations
8.2 organizes classes to encourage student leadership and participation in 
decision making.
8.3 plans for learning activities that provide balance between and within subject 
areas of the curriculum.
8.4 is skilled in developing positive multi-cultural relationships among pupils.
8.5 supports the district-wide and individual school program.
INVOLVEMENT: The teacher participates in and shares responsibility forthetota, 
school program as provided within the terms and conditions of this agreement
9 1 plans and organizes classroom activity so substitute teachers can function 
effectively with minimum of interruption of learning to the pupil.
9.2 supports the district-wide and individual school program
9.3 is punctual and regular in filing reports and attending meetings, classes, and 
assignments.
9 4 accepts and assumes responsibility.
9 5 is enthusiastic about his/her portion of the educational program and has a 
perspective of its importance and place in the total educational program.
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10. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS: The teacher establishes relationships with 
colleagues, students, parents, and community which reflect recognition of and 
respect for every individual.
___ 10.1 exercises good judgment and diplomacy.
___ 10 2 utilizes human relations techniques such as empathy, acceptance, praise, and
humor
___ 10.3 works effectively with parents to interpret school and district goals and
objectives.
___ 10 4 conducts parent conferences with skill.
___ 10.5 helps build and maintain morale.
11. PROFESSIONAL GROWTH: The teacher identifies areas of growth necessary to 
maintain or improve effectiveness, acquires appropriate training or information and 
demonstrates successful application.
___ 11.1 has and uses adequate knowledge of subject matter.
___ 11.2 uses S B.C S C courses of study and curriculum guides currently available in
appropriate subject areas.
___ 11.3 establishes and systematically pursues the achievement of professional goals.
___ 114 seeks to grow professionally by finding better methods of teaching
___ 115 accepts responsible contributions, ideas, and comments.
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APPENDIX VI
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
PUPIL DISMISSAL FROM CLASSROOM FOR DISCIPLINARY REASONS
TO: Q  Principal Q  Assistant Principal Q  O ther (sp e c ify )_____________________________
Student's n a m e ______________________________________________Home Room ___________ D a te ___
Sent from : C lass_____________________________  Room __________  Pe riod______________  Time _
Reasons fo r D ism issa l_________________________________________________________________________
Previous Action by Teacher (check appropria te  statements)
f~1 Teacher-pupil conference Q  Parent or G uardian contacted
□  Principal in form ed □  None — Gross Offense
[" I  Require Conference w ith  A dm inistra tor before Readmittance
Preferred Time fo r Conference: H o u r____________  D a te ____________  P lace_______________________________
Teacher's Signature ____________________________________________
ADMINISTRATOR'S REPLY TO TEACHER
1. Student Reported to O ffice  a t _____________________________________________________________ A .M . - P.M.
2. O  Action Taken (specify)_____________________ ______________ ___________________________________________
3. Q  Conference A rranged as Requested
4. Q  Conference Scheduled fo r: H o u r__________  D a te ____________  P lace_______________________________
N o te s :____________ _____ ____________________________________________________________________________________
Adm inistra tor's Signature
INSTRUCTIONS: Teacher is to f i l l  out the upper section and reta in the gold copy. The rem aining copies are to 
be sent to the o ffice  w ith  the student, o r by a separate messenger. The adm in istrator shall f il l out the lower 
section and return the p ink copy to the teacher. The w h ite  o rig ina l is to  be retained by the o ffice  and the 
ye llow  copy is to be fo rw arded to the guidance office. The w h ite  and ye llow  copies are to be kept as a 
record o f the student's behavior until the child is no longer in the grade level range o f tha t particular school. 
130133 MV. 1-7?
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APPENDIX VII
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION 
Dr. James P. Scamman, Superintendent
APPLICATION FOR SABBATICAL LEAVE
T eacher___________________________________  D a te ___________
School ___________________________________  Assignm ent_____
Years of service in South Bend___________
Leave requested for the following period:
First sem ester of 19 
Second sem ester 19 
School year of 19__
Leave for the following professional purpose:
Improvement of Professional S k il l s ____________
Research in Education or Subject F ie ld ________
Work E xperience______________________________
Teacher Exchange Program____________________
Educational T ravel____________________________
Combination of These Purposes_______________
Program proposed for Sabbatical Leave and the manner in which it w ill benefit the 
pupils and school community (e .g . institution to be attended, courses for credit, 
travel itinerary, research project, work experience)
(Use reverse side if necessary)
I have read the regulations concerning Sabbatical Leaves and agree to abide by 
these regulations.
If I am granted this sabbatical, I agree to return to the system for a period equal 
to the length of the Sabbatical Leave granted immediately following the expiration 
of my period of absence or forfeit any claim for sabbatical salary .
Signature of Applicant
Committee Comments:
Signature of Administrator
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APPENDIX VIII 
THE A SS O C IA T IO N
N E A -SB  — ISTA  — N EA  M EM BER SH IP FORM
NAM E S O C  S E C . NO..
A D D R E S S SCH O O L
C IT Y  ZIP DATE
Dues deduction per pay period____  I authorize payroll deduction___
C a sh ___
S IG N A T U R E _____________________________
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APPENDIX IX
PAYROLL DEDUCTION FORM 
OF
SOUTH BEND COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION
Social Security Name (Please Print) Pay School
I hereby authorize the Payroll Department of 
the South Bend Community School Corporation 
to deduct the following from my pay*
FAIR SHARE FEE
Total Amount
The fair share fee shall be remitted as 
deducted to the Association unless I revoke 
this authorization in writing to the 
Association*
Date Signature or Teacher
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